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Abstract 
Let be a compact orientable CR manifold of real dirneiision 
2n — 1’ with n > 2. We study the 氛 complex and the operator D^ =昆实 + 
K^b associated to a chosen Heniiitian metric on CTM. The operator is 
never elliptic. However, under suitable psendoconvexity conditions ’ one is able 
to establish a subelliptic estimate for the operator. This estimate yields to 
the existence and regularity of d,) and and leads to the Hodge theory on 
strongly pseiidoconvex CR manifolds. Next, following Boiitet cle Monvel, we shall 
use t his subelliptic estimate to obtain the global CR cinbccklability of (.ompact 
strongly pseiidoconvex CR. manifolds for n > 3. We shall also present some 
three dimensional counterexamples to CR embedding either locally or globally. 
Ill the last part of this thesis, we give a differential geometric approach to strongly 
pscucloconvex CR manifolds. In particular, we present a proof of the subelliptic 
estimate for D^ using geometric technique. 
摘要 
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Let M be a, complex manifold of complex dimension n and let (之i，. • . ， b e a, 
local coordinate system on an open neigliborliuod U of a point p of M. Let f be 
a C^ complex valued function on M. Define 
勺’ and = 
.7 =1 d 叫 U h i 
Let f be a {p, ry)-fonn on U. We may write f as 
f= E A dz-\ 
\I\=P,\J\ = q 
where I and J a.i,e niiiltiiiidices. 
Define 
= df + d f � 
where 
I.J 
~^f = iyf[jd.zi/\d2,�. 
I,J 
Since 
穿 = 0 ， (1.0.1) 
4 
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we have the following sequence which is called the Caiichy-Rieiiiann complex 
0 ——^ 力 . . . , 0， 
foi, 0 < < n, where £："’')(]了/) denotes the space of smooth ry)-fonns on M. To 
measure the exactness of the sequence, we need to solve 
及 = / ’ (1.0.2) 
under the compatibility condition 
= (). (1.0.3) 
Next, let M be a smooth hypersurface in M. Then M is a. CR iiiaiiifokl (See 
Definition 2.2.1.) of real dimension 2 n - l . The restriction of the d complex to M 
naturally induces a new differential complex. This complex is called the tangential 
Caiicliy-Rieiriaiin complex or the di, complex. We shall give the definition of du 
ill Chapter 2. We shall see that 
贫 = 0 ’ (1.0.4) 
and we also consider the equation 
^bu = / , (1.0.5) 
under the compatibility condition 
^bf = 0. (l.O.G) 
The operator 豕 on C �( p , (/)-fonns can be extended to a linear, closed, densely 
defined operator on the Hilbert space of (/;, q)- forms 011 M. The cioiiiaiii of 
Oh is 
Doin®,) = {0 e q“A,n I 昆0 e L L + ” ( M ) } ’ 
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By introducing a Herniitian metric, one can define the adjoint operator d : of 
^b in the standard way. In case M is a compact manifold without boundary, the 
formal adjoint of d^ can be identified with the Hilbert adjoint of d^. Let 
• 6 ：= A d l + dldb (1.0.7) 
be the ^{,-Lapla.cia.ii defined on 
Dom(•；0 - {a G L^^^iM) | a G Dom(丞)n Dom(买)’ 
豕a； G Dom(豕）and 眾 a G Doin(豕)}. (1.0.8) 
Then the operator •/ , is a linear, closed, densely defined self-acljoiiit, operator 
from L'fp’q)(Af) into itself. (See Chapter 3.) 
In this thesis, we shall study the following equation, 
= (1.0.9) 
for a. given {p, cyj-form a on a. compact CR manifold. 
Note that is never elliptic, however, under suitable pseiidocoiivexity condi-
tions, one can obtain a subelliptic estimate from which one obtains the existence 
aiicl regularity of the solution of (1.0.9). The siibelliptic estimate also gives the 
global CR embeddability of compact strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds for 
71 > 3. 
The thesis is arranged as follows. 
Ill Chapter 2’ we review the definition of almost complex structures, CR 
structures and the di Complex. 
Ill Chapter 3, using a basic siibelliptic estimate, we study the existence and 
regularity of solutions of the equation (1.0.9). As a consequence, we obtain the 
Hodge theory for In the first section, we review some useful properties of 
Fourier transform，Sobolev space, pseudo-differential operators a.iid some facts 
on iinboiiiided operators in Hilbert space. In the second section, following Clieii-
ShawfChSh 1] and Follaiicl-Kohii[FoKo 1], we derive the siibelliptic estimate for 
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the tangential Caiichy-Rieinariri complex. In the third section, we prove the local 
regularity theorem for the operator and the Hodge theorem. 
Ill Chapter 4’ we study the embeddability of CR manifolds. In the first 
section, we follow Boutet de Monvel and use the siibelliptic estimate obtained in 
Clmpter 3 to obtain the global CR embeddability of compact strongly pseuclocon-
vex CR manifolds for n > 3 [BdM l][Koh l][ChSh 1], In the second section, we 
present Rossi's globally noiieinbecldability example o^CR manifold [Ros l][Bur 1] 
ChSh 1]. In the third section, we present Nireiiberg's local noiieinbecldability ex-
ample of CR inaiiifold [Nir l][Bog 1], 
The equivalence problem for CR manifolds is considered in Chapter 5. We 
restrict ourselves to strongly psciicloconvex CR manifolds . We study the struc-
ture equations that give the pseudo-conformal geometry of strongly pseudoconvex 
iimiiifolds [ChMo 1]. In the second section, following Webster [Web Ij, we study 
a. reduction of the pseiidoconfonnal geometry which yields a. natural connection 
and useful curvature terms on the CR manifold. In the last section, following 
Tmmka [Ta 1], we study a. Bodmer type formula for a strongly pseudoconvex CR 
manifold and relate it to the siibelliptic estimate for a strongly pseudoconvex CR 
manifold. 
Chapter 2 
CR Manifolds and 外 Complex 
2.1 Almost Complex Structures 
Let C" be identified with M'^ " by the map ( 2 1 , . . . , z„) h ( x j ’ ’ . . • , x, , , ?;„,). For 
any point 7; G C" , we denote the tangent space at p by Tp(C") and we have 
Definition 2.1.1. Define an R-linear map J ： 7;,(C") 一 7;,(C") by 
/or j = 1, • • •，n. Clearly, J^ = - 1 . J is called the almost complex structure on 
C". 
Define the complexified tangent space CTp{C'') := T,,(C") (g)^  C. We extend 
,/ to the whole of CTp{V') by J(x � a) := (Jx) % a. Then J is a C-liiiear map 
from CTp(C") onto itself with J^ = - 1 . The eigenvalues of J are i and -?；. Let 
：二 the eigenspace of J corresponding to ?；, 
:= the eigenspace of J corresponding to —i. 
Then 
7;?’i(C") = and 门 T^-^C") .二 0; 
8 
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and 
where 
A = V A — A � 
for 1 < j < n. Hence, J induces a splitting on 
Let M be a. complex manifold of complex dimension n and p be a point of M. Let 
• • • , ^ n) be a. local coordinate system near ]) where z] 二 ^j+iVj, j = 1’...， 
Let T,,(A/) denote the real tangent space, we have 
T (M) = f f d \ f d \ \ 
‘hs洋…‘人’、‘人’…，I‘人,[^J j-
Definition 2.1.2. Define as an U-lineai^ map J : T,,{M) Tj,(M) by 
乂8工山 y^yjJv I 巧 人 ’ 
forj = 1, • • • ,n. J is called the almost complex structure on Tj,(M). Let T*{M) 
denote the dual space ofTp{M). Similarly, one can define an R-Hnear map J* ： 
T*iM) T*(M) to be the almost complex structure on T*{M). 
Since J is independent of the choice of the local coordinates (zi,--- and 
J2 = - 1 . Using an argument similar to the one given above, we have the splittings 
C7;，(M) ：二 T,{M) = T;>"(y\/) e 
and 
I 
Let T{M) denote the tangent bundle of M, namely, T(M) ：= 
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2.2 CR St ructures 
Definition 2.2.1. Let M be a real smooth manifold of dimension 2n - I, n > 
2，and let T^ 'O(M) be a subbundle of CT{M) T(M) Or C. We say that 
IS a Cauchy-Rieinann manifold，abbreviated as CR manifold, with 
"ie CR structure if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) di7ncTi’o(AI) = n — 1, 
(2) n T•’i(M) = {{)],where = T'^^(M), 
(3)(Formal Integmbility condition) for all Xi, X2 G 
义1，入2] G r("’T")(M)) where U is any open subset of M and r(C/, T^'O(M)):= 
"ic spaca of all smootJi sections over U• 
Note that (3) in the above defiiiitioii is void when n = 2. Let p be a point in 
M. 
Define Hj,{l\I) to be the largest ./-invariant siibspace of T,)(M)’ namely, 
Hp[AI):=Tp[M)nJ{Tp[M)). (2.2.1) 
/ /(A/) [ j H,{M). (2.2.2) I 
peM 
Then we have 
H{M)�K c = ri’o(M) e T^'HA/). (2.2.3) 
Example 2.2.2. The most natural CR manifolds are those defined by smooth 
hypersurfaces in C" . Let p : C" ^ R 6e a real-valued smooth function. Suppose 
that dp does not vanish on M := {z e V\p(z) = 0}. Then M is a smooth 
manifold with dim.欲M = 2ri — 1. Define a subbundle of CT{M) by 
Ti’o(yV/) 二 Ti’o(C”)门CT(M). It follows that (M, is a CR manifold with 
the CR structure induced from the ambient space C" . Indeed, for p G M, 
using Hp{M) = Tp[M) n .7(7；,(A/))., wc claim that dirriuHp{M) = 2n - 2. This 
claim follows from the inequality, 2n - 2 < dim^H^(M) < 2n-\ that is proved as 
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Mows. Since Hp(M) C T])(M)’ we have dim^H^{M) < drm.耿7])[M) = 2ri - 1. 
On the other hand, T^{M) + J (T, (M)) C 7 ; ( R 2 n ) 腿 * $ that dim^T,{M) + 
dmiuJ(Tp{M)) — dim.uH^{M) < dirn^T^iW^^). Thus, the inequality is proved. 
Let ( J / ) be the matric of J. Since the left hand side of det{ J-^f = ( — 叫 
?:s positive, dimuHp{M) w even and equal to 2n-2. Since is J-mvariant, 
亡"e com,plex structure map J on restricts to a complex structure map on 
(g)K C. Then, lue have H,,{M) C = T^'^M) 0 and 
Tpi’o(A'/) = i eigenspace of J, 
T^'^(M) = 一?： eigenspace of J. 
Ill view of the above example, it is iiatiiral to ask whether a given abstract 
C " structure on M can be CR embedded into some C " We shall 
study the problem of CR. embedding in Chapter 4. 
Let (M’Ti,o(M)) and be two CR manifolds. A smooth mapping 
: M N \s called a CR mapping if ip,L is a smooth section of T^^^(N) for 
any smooth section L in T^^^(M). Furthermore, if tp has a, smooth CR inverse 
mapping ’ then we say that (M, is CR diffeomorphic to (iV, T^-O(yY)). 
Lemma 2.2.3. Let (A/’ Ti,o(M)) be a CR manifold, and let N be a smooth 
manifold. Suppose that M is diffeomorphic to N via a mapping i f . Then if 
induces a CR structure on N, namely, so that if becomes a CR 
diffeomorphism from to (•/V’ v?*Ti’()(yV)), where 中、is the differential 
map induced by (p. 
Proof. Since (f is a diffeomorphism, clinic = dimcT�Q�M). It re-
maiiis to check the integrability condition on This follows from the 
integrability on and the fact that [^ p^ yX = for any 
smooth vector fields Xi, X2 defined on M. • 
Definition 2.2.4. A smooth 丨unctimi g definal on a CR manifold (M,T^'"(yi/)) 
is called a CR function if Lg = 0 for any smooth section L m 
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2.3 The Tangential Cauchy-Riemann Complex 
( d b C o m p l e x ) 
Let M be a smooth hypersurface in a complex manifold. The restriction of the 
a complex to M naturally induces a, new differential complex. This complex 
is called the tangential Caiichy-Rieinann complex or the 瓦 complex. The 昆 
complex is not elliptic. In general, it is an overcleterminecl system with variable 
coefficients. For an orientable CR manifold (Af, there are two ways to 
define the db Complex • The first one is a.n extrinsic approach that M is given as 
a siibinanifokl of (a complex manifold or C" and the d^ complex is defined via. the 
T) complex of the ambient complex nianifolrj or C . The .socoiid one is an intrinsic 
approach where M is not given as a subnianifokl of some ambient manifold but 
ail abstract CR manifold and hence we cannot make use of the ambient, manifold. 
Extrinsic approach. Assume that M is a, smooth hypersurface in C", and let 
r be a defining function for M. Denote by A 尸 ， t h e bundle of (/;, q)4onn on 
C". For each point z E C", define the Herinitiari inner product on A')’"(C") by 
setting {dzi A dl" | / | = p, \J\ = (“ I, J increasing} to be an ortlioiionnal basis. 
Define 
A')’"(C")|yw = U A'r(C'). 
A smooth section of 八')，"(C”)|yu is an element of the form, 
f= (伎J e 
\n=pp\=(i 
where /；.； 
a,re restricted to M. In some open neighborhood U of A'/’ for 0 < < 
n, define 
厂’7 the ideal in A')’"(C') such that at each point z e U , 
the fiber /， i s generated by r and dr. 
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Namely, for u G /f’"’ u = rh.i +dr/\ "2 where hi is a, smooth (p, ry)-form and /?,2 
is a. smooth (p,q- l)-forai. We have r = 0 on M and hence / I , is generated 
by /\k2. Define to be the restriction 1口’(' to hi. Then is the ideal 
ill Am(C")|a/. Define 
A^):=A')’"(C") |Me/ ' )’" |M， 
with rcspect to the Euclidean metric. Elements in yV;，"(7V/) for z G M are or-
tliogonal to the ideal in A，(C”) generated by dr(z). is a siibbuiidle 
of Am(C”)|a/ but AM(A/) is not intrinsic to Af, ie，it is not a subspace of the 
exterior algebra, generated by CT*{M). This is due to the fact that if the func-
t,ioii 7- : C R is a clefiiiiiig fimctioii for M, then dr 二 (l/2)(r/r + iJ*(lr) is not 
orthogonal to tlie cotangent bundle of M due to the presence of J*dr, where J* 
is the complex structure map of 1-forin. For rri > 0, let 
K ) ••= 0 A')’"(M). 
p-\-q—m 
K � i s intrinsic to M while A"'(C:r(iV/)) is not. As an example, let, M 
{(^1.-2) G C'^ l 022 = 0}’ then r(zuZ2) = (1/2?:)(幻-I2)’ dr = -{ijiyiz^. So 
A"’"(几/) is the space of (p, r/)-forms on M which are orthogonal to the ideal gen-
erated by dzx A dz2 A (tz'z and = 0. Heiicc, Aj, = Ai’2(M)-卜八2’1(7\/) 二 
A1’2(M)’ while 八3(CT*M) is the space generated by dxAdz2Adz2 where =况 zi. 
Let <fP’"（M) ：二 r (M, Note that S，)，" = 0. Let r denote the map 
T : A，C") ~> A ' ’ ） （2.3.1) 
where r is obtained by restricting a (j), q)-fonn 小 in C" to M, then projecting 
the restriction to Ap’"(_M). Using the map T, the Caiicliy-Riemarm operator is 
defined as follows, 
db : S')，q — 
as follows. 
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For any 0 G <fP�(M)，pick G such that = 小 . T h e n set 
小•=起 in " ’ W e now show that the definition of 昆 is independent 
of the choice of 0i as follows. If 02 is another {p, q)4onn in C" such that T(f)2 = (f), 
t.heii (h - (h = rg + Or 八 h for some (p, g)-form g and (p, q 一 l)-fonii /?,. Hence, 
否(01 - 0 2 ) = Tdg + dr Ag- Or A dh which implies Td{(J)i -^2) = 0. We have the 
following commutative diagram for di,. 
T T 
4-
— 2 一 2 
Since = 0, we have d,, = 0 and lieiioe wo have the following boundary complex 
0 _ _ . <fp’�(yv/) . . . £p，n-�M) > 0. 
Intrinsic approach. Let be an orieiitable CR manifold of real 
dimension 2n — 1 with n > 2. Recall that a. real smooth manifold M is said 
to be oi.ienta.ble if there exists a nonvariishing top degree form 011 M. We shall 
assume that M is endowed with a Plennitian metric on CT(M) so that. 丄 
TO’i(A/). Let r/(M) 0 ro’i(M))丄’ then rj(M) is a line bundle over M. 
Define 
:= {UJ e CT*{M) : CO annihilates :r�’i(A/) ® ,"(M)}， 
W e CT*{M) : 0； aiiiiiliilates T�o(M) © "(A/)}. 
Define the vector bundle 八"，"^(7\'/)，0 <p,q < n 一 l’by 
Am(M) ：二 A T i ’ o ( M ) (g) ATO’i (M) . 
AP’"(M) can be identified with a siibbiiiidle of Hence, A')’?(M) 
(lefiiiecl ill this way is intrinsic to M. With the notation 口’" ：= r(M，A',"�M))’ 
define the operator 
A ：厂"'(A/)—厂’ 
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as follows: If 0 G fP’o(iV/)’tlien is defined by 
〈豕0，(Ki A • • • A Vy (g) L) •= L((j), Vi A • . . A i g 
for all sections Vi,- . . , V； of and L of T^'O(M). I f 0 6 (f0’0(M)，then 瓦 </> 
is defined by 
Then di, is extended to S')，q(M) for q > 0 as a derivation. In other words, if 
0 G S 仏 d e f i n e 
( A (/>，(Vi 八 . . .八 Vy (8) ( I i A • • • A 
1 - _ 
； E ( - - l 广 ％〈成 ( I�A . • . i g ® (I：丨八…八^^. A ..•八 Z州 )〉 
./=1 
+ — 1 ) � � 0 ’ (Vi A … A v y �( [ Z “ I ^ . ]八 1：1 八…八 t : A • • • A A .. -A V 0 > ) , 
i<j J 
where by L we mean that the term L is omitted from the expression. Let tt,,,^  be 
the projection from 八')+"CT*(yV/) onto A')’"(M). Then 豕 = t t 尸， o cl where d 
is the exterior differentiation on M. Note that the formal integrability condition 
of the CR structure is essential in the definition of We also see that dl =() . 
Denote the space of smooth sections of 八叶?CT*(iV/) over M by C尸+"(M)’ we 
have 
冗P’<7 一 1 冗 
、‘ -i- 、‘ 
The operator db is a first order differential operator. One may consider the 
inhoniogeneoiis db equation 
= / , (2.3.2) 
where / is a (0, q)4oYm on M. Equation (2.2) is overcleterrnined when 0 < q < 
—2 
n — 1. Since 久=0， i t is necessary that 
A f = 0, (2.3.3) 
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for the equation (2.3) to be solvable. 
Let Li, • • • ’ Ln-i be a local basis for smooth sections of over some 
open subset U C M, so I j , - - - is a local basis for over U. Next 
we choose a local section T of CT{M) such that L!，-.. ,L„_ i ,T 
span CT{M) over U. We may assume that T is purely imaginary and hence the 
matrix (cij) in the following definition is Hermitian. 
Definition 2.3.1. The Heimitian matrix (cij)'；-^^ defined by 
[Lr.Lj] = (2.3.4) 
IS called the Levi form associated until the given CR structure. 
The bundle 0 is generally not integrable. The Levi form 
measures the failure of integrability. The Levi matrix (c,).) depends on the choices 
of local basis Li，…,L„.-i and T. However, we have 
Proposit ion 2.3.2. The number of nonzero eigenvalues and the absolute value of 
the signature of (c^j) at each point are independent of the choices o/Zi,... ’ 
and T. 
Proof. If Tj is a. purely imaginary iion-vanishing one-form on U which annihilates 
: r i ’ o ( M ) � r()’i(M)，then — 
—2{drj, L, A Lj) 
“ : ( r / , T ) . 
But the Hermitian form〈("/，[‘ 八！^〉on T^^^(M) does not depend on the choice 
of local basis oncc r/ is given. Also, (r/, T) does not affect, the number of of 
nonzero eigenvalues and the absolute value of tlie signature of (q,). This proves 
the proposition. • 
In view of Proposition 2.3.2, it makes sense to consider positive definiteiiess 
of the matrix (c^) after changing T to —T, if necessary. 
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Definition 2.3.3. The CR structure is called pseudoconvex at p e M if the 
matrix {cij{p)) is positive semidefinite after an appropriate choice of T. It is 
called strictly pseudoconvex at p e M if the matrix (cij(p)) is positive definite. If 
the CR structure is (strongly) pseudoconvex at every point of M, then M is called 
a (strongly) pseudoconvex CR manifold . If the Levi form vanishes completely on 
an open set U C M, i.e.,{cij) = 0 on U for 1 < <n-l, M is called Levi flat. 
Ill view of Proposition 2.3.2，it also makes sense to consider that the Levi form 
have inax(r?. - r/,ry + 1) eigenvalues of the same sign or miii(n - q,cj 1) pairs of 
eigenvalues with opposite signs at each point. 
Definition 2.3.4 (Condition ¥{(])). Let M be an oriented CR manifold of real 
dimension 2n- 1 with n>2. M is said to satisfy condition Y(q), I < q <n-l, 
the Levi form has at least either rnnx{n —- q, q + l) eigenvalues of the same sign 
or rnin{n - q,q + 1) pairs of eigenvahies of opposite signs at every point on M. 
It follows tliat any strongly pseudoconvex CR iiiaiiifolcl M of real dimension 
'2n - 1 with n > 3 satisfies condition Y(q) for I <q <n-2. Condition Y(q) will 
be used extensively in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 3 
Subelliptic Estimates for 
3.1 Preliminaries 
III this section, we review some useful properties of Fourier transform, Sobolev 
space, pseudo-differential operators and some facts on iinboimcled operators in 
Hilbert space. 
Fourier Transform. Let f G L^(IR^), the Fourier transform / of f is defined 
by 
h o ••= [ (3.1.1) 
where ；c • = YTj^ x The definition clearly implies the estimate 
I I / | | o o < | | / | | l . . 
We recall some basic properties of the Fourier transform. 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Riemann-Lebesgue). Suppose that f e then f G 
Co, where Co denotes the space of continuous functions on that vanish at 
infinity. 
Theorem 3.1.2 (Fourier Inversion). Suppose that f e and that f(0 G 
Li(IR^). Then 
/�=(27r)-" [ e^^-^fiOd^, a.e. 
18 
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77ms，by the Riemann-Lebesgue Theorem, f{x) can be redefined on a Lebesgue 
measure zero set so that f{x) e CO-
Theorem 3.1.3 (Uniqueness). If f e and / �= 0 /or a l l �e M^, 
then f{x) = 0 almost everywhere. 
Let S be the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing smooth functions on R^. 
This means that, S consists of all smooth functions f on R" such that 
sup | : r� i77( :c ) | < oo, 
for all iiiultiinclices a, /：^ ,where (3 = ( A , . . . ,/?/v), x f , • • • and D�= .../：>?:’ 
cacli rti is a iioiinegative integer mid = d/dx-\ Any smooth function with 
compact support belongs to S. 
Theorem 3.1.4. The Fourier transform is an isomorphism from S onto itself. 
Since 名 L^(IR^), the Fourier traiisforin general cannot, be applied to 
1/2 functions directly. However, one can use the following theorem to extend the 
definition of the Fourier transfonii to L? functions. 
Theorem 3.1.5 (Plancherel's Theorem). The Fourier trans form, can be ex-
tended to be an automorphism of with 
\\fr= {2nf I f f for allf e L � N ) . ( 3 . 1 . 2 ) 
Equation (3.1.2) is called the Parseval 's identity. 
The following fonnulas are useful. Suppose f e 5, g, u G L^(IR^). 
{ D ^ f m = (3.1.3) 
D '^hO = (3.1.4) 
•碎 二 " 沉 （ 1 ) 计 ( 3 . 1 . 5 ) 
i 
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Sobolev Spaces . We collect a few results about the Sobolev spaces. For a 
detailed treatment of the Sobolev spaces (fi) for any real s, we refer to Chapter 
1 ill Lions-Magenes [LiMa 1] for domains with smooth bouridary. We shall define 
the Sobolev spaces of order s, s G M, first for M^ and then for domains with 
smooth boundary in R^ . 
To define the Sobolev spaces on R" , let 
P{D) ：= Y^ a „ � 
H<m 
he a. differential operator of order m with constant coefficients. Then, by (3.1.3)， 
v;e have, for ('my f G S, 
i i ^ f m = p { i 0 f { 0 - (3.1.6) 
For any s G M, define A^ : S S by 
八、⑷••= ^  Ln + 丨•^丨’妳风 (3.1.7) 
Set (j(A') = (1 + a{A') is called the symbol of A-\ Define the scalar 
product (u, v)s on tS x <S by 
{iL,v)s ：= (A�i，A〜） 
and tlie norm 
(3.1.8) 
for II G S. 
The Sobolev space of order s on R", denoted by / /^(R^) , is defined as the 
completion of S under the norm defined in (3.1.8). In particular，L'^(M^)= 
The Sobolev norms || ||//.,(肤"）for any u G C(�(IR") is given by 
W I 5 / . 寧 / (l + K P m ⑶ 2 叱 (3.1.9) 
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Let Q m R^ he a domain with C^' boundary, k = 1, 2, • • •. By this we mean 
tlmt there exists a real-valued C'' function p defined in such that = {z G 
< 0} and |Vp| + 0 oii Ml The implicit function theorem shows that 
locally, bQ can always be expressed as a graph of a C^ function. For any domain Cl 
ill M^, let s > 0, be defined as the space of the restriction of all functions 
u e to n. Define the norm of by 
inf II^ I^Ls(rN) . (3.1.10) 
G // ^  (IR ) 
Theorem 3.1.6 (Sobolev Embedding) . If D, is a bounded domain m M" with 
Lipschitz boundary’ then there is an ejiilmUHiuj 
1.],�^^) 4 C'"(n) for any integer m, 0 < in < k — N/2. 
Theorem 3.1.7 (Rellich Lemma). Let fl be a hounded domam m R^ with 
Lipschitz boundary. If s > t > ()，then the inclusion ^ is compact. 
Sobolev Spaces on Manifolds. The Sobolev spaces can also be defined for 
functions or forms on manifolds. Let M be a compact Rieniannian manifold of 
real cliineiisioii N. Choose a. finite numher of coordinate neigliborliood systems 
{队</;,:)};:1，where 
: "I 二 K C R" 
is a. hoineoinorpliisin from Ui onto an open subset Vi contained in R^ . For each 
i, I < i < rn, let be an ortliononiial basis for CT*{M) on U” and 
let {Ci}二 1 be 
a partition unity subordinate to {[/<}二i. Thus, locally on each 
coordinate chart {]“ one may express a. smooth r-forin 0 as 
• = [ V i " i ’ (3.1.11) 
|/|=r 
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where / = (?；!,• •• , ir) and r ) ] = �八 … 八 r " . Then, we define the Sobolev norm 




Let W;(Af) be the completion of under the norm || . H^ . The definition 
of W^(A4) depends on the choice of the coordinate neighborhood systems, the 
partition of unity and the local orthonormal basis {")}. However, it can be shown 
that different choices of these candidates will give an equivalent norm [FoKo Ij. 
Thus, W^(M) is a. well-defined topological vector space. If M is not compact 
mid n is a relatively compact subset in M, then the spa.(:€ are defined 
similarly. The Sobolev embedding theorem and the Rellicli lemina also hold for 
manifolds. For a. more detailed discussion of Sobolev embedding theorem and the 
Rellich lemina for manifold’ see Follancl-Kohn [FoKo 1], 
Pseudodiffereritial Operators. Let p(x, D), a linear partial (liffereiitial oper-
ator on R" be given by 
i 
D) := o,o(:v)D� (3.1.13) 
|a|<??i 
where the coefficients a d x ) are functions defined on If we replace the D" in 
(3.1.13) by the inoiiomial in M", then we obtain the symbol 
Pi^, 0 = �r ， (3.1.14) 
of the 
operator (3.1.13). Let (p E S. By the Fourier inversion fonmila. for S 
functions, we have 
{p{x,DM{x) = L 产 〜 炎 . (3.1.15) 
This last representation of/;(；£, D) in terms of its symbols by means of the Fourier 
transform suggests that we can get operators more general than partial differential 
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operators if we replace the symbol by more general symbols which 
are no longer polynomials in It is necessary to impose certain conditions on the 
functions Different sets of conditions result in many different classes of 
pseudo-differential operators. Our discussion is restricted to the following class. 
Definition 3.1.8. Let s e U. Then we define to be the set of all functions 
cr(:c’0 in X IT) such that for any two multi-indices a and P, there is a 
positive constant Ca,p, depending on a, (3 only, for which 
We call any function a G UseRS'"' a symbol. 
Let. S be the Schwartz space iii R". 
Definition 3.1.9. Let a be a symbol. Then the pseudo-differential operator 
associated to a is defined by 
( 『 。 ⑷ ⑷ ： = £ 产 o m d ^ , ^ e s . 
Definition 3.1.10. A linear operator T : <S — <S is said to he order rn if Ms G R, 
we have 
II 了 ? | | " l k m for any ueS 
where Cg is a constant independent of u. 
Any linear operator of order rn from S into itself extends to a. bounded linear 
operator from to Ms e M. It is obvious that any differential 
operator with |a | = m is of order m, where a = ( t t i ’- . . ’a,,.) and D(�= 
D^l . • • For any s G M, we have defined the operator 八改：S — cS by equation 
(3.1.7). The symbol of the operator A �a { C j = (1 + |< |^2)i，s e M. Then a G S". 
Clearly, the operator A^ is of order s and A^ is called a. pseudodifferential 
operator of order s. We may think of A" as a. generalization of differential 
operators to fractional and negative order. 
I • 
I 
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Lemma 3.1.11. (1 + |.Tp)/(l + < 2 ^(1 + - ty^N R" and every 
seR. 
Proof. From < |.t — y\ + |y|’ we obtain < (\x 一 + and hence 
1 + < 2(1 + la; 一 y\'){l + Thus, if s > 0, the lemma is proved. For 
•s < 0’ the same arguments can be applied with and y reversed and s replaced 
by -s. This proves the lemma.. • 
Wc shall need the following proposition in establishing Theroern 3.1.14. 
Proposition 3.1.12. Let {X,fi.) and {Y,iy) be two spaces and let K(x,y) be a 
incAisurahle function on X x Y such that 
/ I八>.，")l"". < C, for a.e. y, 
J X 
and 
I <C, for a.e. 
JY 
where C > 0 is a. constant. Then, for 1 < p < oo, the operator T defined l)y 
T f i x ) ：= f K(x^y)f(y)di. 
； is a bounded linear operator from into IJ\X, dp.) with 
i 
I I ) . 
For a proof of this proposition, see [Fol 1]. 
Lemma 3.1.13. For any g e S and s G M, || ryii ||,<|| w uniformly W e S. 
Proof. We shall use Prop 3.1.12. By the Fourier transform formula, for convo-
lution (3.1.5), we get 
( '\ 5 
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Now’ we take ((1 + + |"|2)”�(<^ — “) as kernel K ( � and set /(")：= 
(1 + in order to use Prop 3.1.12. On the other hand, Lemma. 3.1.11 
shows that 
Since g 6 we have g e S. Hence, 
f < o o , I < oo. 
Now, applying Prop 3.1.12, we get 
• 
Theorem 3.1.14. If gji e S then Vr，s e IR, we have 
(1) [A^, g] is of order s — 1, 
(2) [A^ [A-',"]] 7.S of order r + s - 2, 
(3)[[八'Vyj, "1 访 of order s - 2. 
Proof. For (1), it suffices to show tliat A'.[A�‘(7]Ai—',-s is of order zero VV G R. 
Let u e S and set f = by (3.1.5), we have 
卜 漸 • 丨 
where 
m v ) 二 丄 二 2 L ( ( 1 + kl，—（1 + - r;). (3.1.16) 
(1 + 丨"丨2) 2 
From the mean value theorem, we have 
1(1 + l� | 2 ) i - (1 + W ¥ | < 1 ^ - 7/|((l + 旧2)宇 + (1 + 卜/|2)宇）VC’" G R � 
(3.1.17) 
(3.1.17) is proved as follows. Define f : (0,1) — R by t ^ (1 + � � ) § where 
•T(力)：=t^  + (i - t)r] and hence dx/dt = ^ - //. By the mean value theorem for 
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脱’ / ( I ) — /(O) 二 [df/dt)\t=t�for some to G ((), 1) where {df/dt) is estimated as 
follows, 
罢卜卜(1 + 剛 2 ) " 柳 ， 
From (3.1.16) and (3.1.17), we get 
F F 14- | f |2\ / I , |;:|2\ 5\ 
靴磁 - "丨 ( ( T ^ ) + 隙 ) h - " ) 丨 
The last inequality is obtained by Lemma, 3.1.11. We note that in the last ex-
pression, g is a, function of — ?/) and the factors involve power of polynomials 
ill - 7/1. Since g e S , so is g e S. Therefore, we have, f < oo and 
f K{t],^)(1.7) < oo, the assumptions in Prop 3.1.12 are satisfied. This proves (1). 
To pi.ovc (2), for u G 5, apply the convolution formula again, wc have 
where 
v) = ((1 + lep)^ — 0 + |7/P)y - ((1 + - (1 + | r / |2) i ) ,� (�—n). 
We shall use Prop 3.1.12 to show that 
陶 I S I M 丨 … . 
We write 
It follows from the same estimates as in (1) that 
,/)l < | �- " | 2 ( ( 1 + |C|2)罕 + (1 + 
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•((1 +旧 2 )宇 + (1 + |."丨2)宇)丨々 (€ —劝| 
= "丨((1 + I C n ^ + (1 + 旧 2 ) ^ ( 1 + 丨"|2)宇 + (1 + 宁(1 + 丨們宇 
+ (1 + 1"丨2)中. 
Hence, we have 
^ ( 1 + 旧 (1 + 丨斤 1 
(1 + 1."丨2)甲〜(1 + 甲 ( 1 + 丨.//|2)宇-(1 + 刚 罕 + 1. 
We apply Lemma. 3.1.11 to each term of the last expression, then by Prop 
3.1.12’ it follows that [A'', [A�" j j is of order r + s — 2. This proves (2). 
To prove (3). Let u G 5’ by the convolution formula (3.1.5) again, 
糊 u = A V O 
Ilciice， （(A〜咖r= (1 + 旧 丄 r}(e - 7;)u(7/)r//;. 
On the other hand, 
\ 开J ,/r" / 
二 [ ^ • � * ( ( 1 +丨們i妳)） 
= 1 ) ( 1 + 丨•"丨2”聊 
Thus, we obtain 
( [八〜咖乂⑷ = ^ £((1 + 旧2” _ (1 + |,/|2)i)掀 一 • 斷 
Let / ( O ：= (1 + | � 2 ) f ’ ^ G nr. Consider the Taylor expansion of /({) , 
/(O = m + E ^ f e — + I E ^ f e —.丨丨Mk — V,) + — ) 
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where 
署 = … l + l� | 2” -1 
成 = 約 一 1))(1 + 旧 2 ) ” + s6i(l + 丨。2)!-1 
Thus, we have 
( [ A �" M ' K ) = E ^ / - + - r/)uO/)dr, 
I n � 
= : + f^i 
where 
As ill (1)，we see that T2 is of order s — 2. To finish the proof of (3), it suffices to 
show that [Ti，"j is of order s - 2. Define 
呢，."):=Ek； - + i^n^rK^ - 7/) 
71 
j=l 
Then, we have 
I '^(C, v)niv)dri, 
@ (《） = ^ ^ / 从 U 丨 ) 丨 切 = J V) ! h(i- rMOd^yiu 
={dy^,�. * $ = _ / ’八 t 一 0 / A : ( c ， ( K . 
Hence, we have 
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where 
八 IV" ) = f • 乂 M 一 ") — — 0)成 
The last equality is obtained by equating ( — " = � _ ( . Qh{( — ") is changed 
to A;(�,（+ 7/ — - C). We shall estimate rj) to complete the proof of (3). 
By the mean value theorem, we have the estimate, 
w《’ e + V - 0 — Mc, < 1 ^ - d i e — •//i((i + i<er)孕 + (1 + |(丨2)罕)kKc — 
Using t his last estimate, wo can estimate /((《，")aw follows. 
I i<e-ciK - 7/1(1 +丨斤)罕l/;(<e — c)i丨沉c 一 
+ / K — CIIC — "1(1 + — C)ll.^ (C — 7/)k/C 
+ 罕(IICIIMOII^ - V - ciL<K«e — r, — C)k/C 
+ / ICIKI + Icn^lMOII^ - r/ - - r, — C M ) 
for any I G N, where Q is a constant depending on I. We have used the fact that 
/?.’ f j e S. Clioosing I to be sufficiently large and (applying argiirnents similar to 
those used in the proof of (1), we have proved (3). This completes the proof. • 
Theorem 3.1.15. Let P and Q be two differential operators of order k and m 
respectivehj with coefficients in S. Then [ A � P ] is of order s + k~ [A'', [A �P j j 
IS of order r + s + /c - 2，and [[A �P ] , Q] is of order s + k-\-m - 2. 
Proof. Write 
/ ) = [ 
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with a.aix) e S. Hence, 
[ A �[ 二 ^ A � Z ^ « — AJTKS 
=[A、/；" — [ a , �+ Y^ aJ^D�一 [ a^D^ 
M 弘 lalSA; IcvlSfc |a|<fc 
= ( S i n c e k ' D ' ' = 
Now，applying Theorem 3.1.14 to the term [ A �a ^ ] to complete the proof. • 
Let Q. be an bounded open neighborhood of the origin in R". Denote by 
the collection of the vector fields Xj'son n . Xi = «力嘉,0 < z < A: with 
“ < n. Then, inductively for an integer rn > 2 wg define C,,, t.r, l)c the coDcction 
of £„,_i and the vector fields of the form Y] with X e C^ and Y e — ] . 
Definition 3.1.16. A partial differential operator P is said to be hypoelliptic 
?:77, n if it satisfies the following property: let u and f be distnhutimi. satisfying 
Pu = f in ^ then u is smooth on U if f is smooth on U for any open subset U 
o/n. 
The following estimate is due to Kohn[Koli 2]. 
Theorem 3.1.17. If the Lie algebra C,„ spans the tangent space of Q for some 
m G N, then there exists e > 0 mid C > 0 such that 
/人： 、 
II U 1 1 , 2 X T U | | 2 + I I " | | 2 ’ C N N ) . ( 3 . 1 . 1 8 ) 
� = 0 ) 
Here lue may take e = 
Proof. Denote an element in Cj by Zj. We have 
~ II ZmU + I I U 丨|2， (Since 二 s p a n s the tangent space of Q.) 
•^ ni 6 £ m 
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where the last summation is a finite sum and Dj = (d/dxj). Therefore, to prove 
the theorem, it suffices to bound each term || Z,nU i by the right hand side 
of (3.1.18) for some e > 0. If m = 1，then we can choose e = 1. For rn > 2， 
let e < 1/2 for the time being. By the definition of we may assume that 
Zm = XZm — i — Zjn_iX with X G Ci. Hence, we have 
= J ^ M ^ n U A ^ n U ) 
(3.1.19) 
=(私,.-iw’A."-2Z .)—(Z,,卜iXw 广 
Now we estimate the two terms on the R.H.S of the last equation. 
Let denote the adjoint of A: We have X* = -X + T() where T � i s a 
(liffcreiitial operator of order zero. Thus, we have 
= + 0(|(z",_in，r2Mz’,,u)|) 
where T 之 卜 、 = i s some differential operator of order 2e — 1’ since Z川 
is a differential operator of order one. Using the commutator X] and 
Theorem 3.1.15, we estimate the term (I) as follows, 
(/) < |(Z„,_iU，[X，A2-2Z川]n)| + 口 / ‘ ， i 
where [X, = = 0( | | u |||| Z 爪 I h — i ) by 
the Parseval's identity and [II) = Hence, we have 
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The last inequality follows from the fact that 八2卜2么is of order 2e - 1 and 
the large-small constant inequality. Also, since the adjoint of Z 川 一 , 二 
+ T® where T() is of zero order, we have 
K^m-iXu,八爪= 卜 + A2e - 2Z„,u)\ 
+ (x",’:rOA2— 
wlicn-e and are differential operators of order 2e —1. The last iiiequality 
follows from the choice that c < 1/2. Tims, substituting the above into (3.1.19), 
we get 
/人， 
� = 0 
By induction, we have 
/人： 
C X ] II 知 f + II 足 , — I 卜 1 + M | 2 ) . 
\ i=0 
For 7n > 2, if we choose e < 2'"'", we obtain 
\ \ Z , n U \ \ U < c ( j 2 II � …| 2 + | M | 2 ) . 
This proves the theorem. • 
Unbounded Operators in Hilbert Spaces. We shall use Hilbert space tech-
iiiques to study the d^ operator. The d^ operator will be fonimlatecl as a. linear, 
closed densely defined operator from one Hilbert space to another. 
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Let Hi and H2 be two Hilbert spaces and let T •• — Hahe a linear, closed, 
densely clefiiied operator. Recall that T is closed if arid only if the graph of T is 
closed. Denote the domain of definition for T by Dom(r) . If T is an unbounded 
operator, then Dom(r) is a. proper subset of Hi by the closed graph theorem. 
The norms in / / j , H2 are denoted by || || ！丨“” respectively. Since T is densely 
defined, the adjoint of T, T* : H) — Hi exists and it is a linear, closed, densely 
defined operator. We also have T** = T. (See [RiNa 1].) Let Ker(T) denote the 
kernel of T , 7Z(T) denote the range of T and n{f) denote the closure of 7^. We 
have the following decompositions, 
and 
H2 = K e i i T * ) e W ) - (3.1.21) 
We) sliall use the following leiiiina to prove that the range of T is dosed iii the 
next sections. 
Lemma 3.1.18. Let T : Hi H-i be a linear, closed, densely defined operutor. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) TZ(T) is closed. 
(2) There exists a constant C such that 
II / I k S C I 77II"2 for all f e Doin(T)门 (3.1.22) 
(3) n{T*) IS closed. 
(4) There exists a constant C such that 
\\fhh< C ||了*/||//1 for all f e Dom{T*)n7^). (3.1.23) 
The best constants in (3.1.22) and (3.1.23) arc the same. 
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P r o o f . We shall prove: (1)4(2)，（2)玲（1) and (2)=^(4). 
For we see that T : D o m ( T ) n ^ ( ^ 尺(:r) is one to one by (3.1.20). 
Hence T " ' is well-defined and is also a closed operator. Then it follow from the 
closcd graph theorem that T ] is continuous. This proves (1)=^(2). 
Foi. (2)=^(1), we shall use the closedness of T. Suppose Tfn — g in L^, where 
fn e Doni(T) n Hence, by (3.1.22) we have f„ f in L^. Since T is 
closed, we have Tf = g. It follows that Tf e 尺(T). Similarly, we have (3)分(4). 
For (2)=>(4), note that 
foi, (J e Doni(T*) and f G Dom(:r) Hence, 
for (J e Dom(T*) and h G 尺(了). Similarly, we have (4)=^(2). • 
3.2 Subelliptic Estimates for the Tangential Cauchy-
Riemann Complex 
Let be a compact orientable CR manifold of real dimension 2n— 1 
with n > 3. Let Ap’"(A'/)’ 0 < 7;, 7 < n - 1, recall that 八尸’"(M)=八尸r“，()(M) O 
八<7了*()’1(7\/). Let <S')’"(A/) be the space of smooth sections of Am(M) over M. 
Theii，we may define the tangential Caucliy-Rieinaiiii operator dt> as in last, 
chapter using tlie intrinsic approach. We have the following tangential Caiichy-
Riemann complex 
0 ——^ <SP’。（M) … < f / ) ’ " - i ( i \ / ) . 0. 
For any :co G A/, let Li,-- - , be a local basis for siiiootli sections of 
over some open subset U C M where U contains .7:0，so Li, • • • is a local 
1 瓜sis for :ro’i(M) over U. Next we choose a, local section T of CT[M) such that 
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L i ’ . . . , L„_i,Li, •. • ’ Ln-i and T span CT{M) over U. We may assume that T 
is purely imaginary so that the Levi form associated with the given CR structure 
is Herniitian. Therefore we have chosen a locally defined vector field T. Then by 
using only those coordinate transforniations which preserve and oricmta-
t.ion’ a local choice of sign in the direction of T will extend T to a. globally defined 
vector field. Fix a Herniitian metric on CT(M) so that. and T 
are mutually orthogonal. We may then assume that Lj, • • • , Li, • . . ,L„_i 
and T is a.ii orthoiiorinal basis in some neighborhood of a reference point XQ G M. 
Let u j \ - ，o/'-i be an orthonormal basis for (l,0)-foims which is dual to the 
basis Li, • • •，L,卜[Then di, can be extended to Z^^’…(A/). Define the domain of 
OIJ as follows, 
Dom(豕）：={0 G I d,cf> e 4,,h_i)(�V/)}’ 
and we have the complex 
( )一“ ^ ^ l o M n ^ ~ ^ … 丄 义 ” ( A / ) — — 0. 
Hence, db is a linear, closed, densely defined operator on the Hilbert space 
Now one can define the adjoint operator dl of di, in the standard way. A 
{p, r/)-fonri cf) is in if there exists a (j),q — l)-fomi g € such 
that 
、小 Jh4)�= ("’V0 
for every r/ - l)-forin ip 6 Dom(6>,,). We thus define 'dlcf) 二 g. Let 
- dbdl + d id , (3.2.1) 
be the 仇-Laplacian defined on 
Dom(Cy = { a e 4,’(,)(M) | a G Dom(昆）门 Dom(买)’ 
d^a e Dom(《）and d^a e Doiii((9/j)}. 
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Propos i t ion 3.2.1. D^ is a linear, closed, densely defined self-adjoint operator 
from (A/) into itself. 
P r o o f . Since Dom(n6) contains all smooth forms with compact support and 
the space of smooth forms with compact support is dense in L^ …(A/)，Dom([iy 
is densely defined. 
To show that is closed, it suffices to prove that for evei.y sequence f„ e 
Dom(l iy such that — f in and the sequence D J ^ converges, we 
have f e Doin(a^) and D J , , — UJ in Since 
11豕(/” - U f + m f „ — /,„.) IP = (a(/n — /.,), (fn — /,„.)) 
< | | a ( / n - / n , . ) | | | | / n - / , n | L 
买/,, and d(J„ converge in 碌 ’ a n d L',"’州)（i\//)’ respectively. Since 豕 and 
K are closed operators, we have f G Doni(Z),；)门 Dom(买）and \ f n -> df and 
^bfn — 0(jf ill L2. Since ( \d l f r , and d ld i jn are orthogonal and converges, 
both dbdlfn and converge in UK The convergences of 瓦买/,, and 耶山 
together with the fact that di arid d : are closed implies that 
OtOlf,, - d ,d l f and d ld f jn - K d J 
ill This proves that is a closed operator. It remains to show that is 
self-adjoint. It suffices to prove that the operator + / is self-acljoiiit. By a. 
tlieorcni of Von Neumann [RiNa. 1], ( / + 昆买)-i and (/ + are bounded 
self-adjoint operators. Hence S := ( / +昆买尸 + ( / +买昆 ) - i — J is bounded and 
self-adjoint. Let F D^ + I. We shall prove the proposition by showing that 
S = F - \ (3.2.2) 
(3.2.2) follows from 
尺⑶ C Dom(F); (3.2.3) 
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FS = I (3.2.4) 
and that F is iiijective. First, the injectivity of F follows immediately from 
(F(f),(/)) >11011 for 0 e Doin(nt). To prove (3.2.3), we write 
(/ + - / = (/ + 昆豕)-i - (/ + d,dl){i + 
二—豕买(/ + 昆 买 ( 3 . 2 . 5 ) 
and 
(/ + 买 豕 - / = (/ + did,)-' — (/ + 馳 I + did,)-' 
=-d;d“i+ d;db)-� (3.2.6) 
(3.2.5) implies that 
尺((/ +氛买 ) - i )CDom(昆买 ) ’ (3.2.7) 
and (3.2.G) implies that 
尺 ( ( / + d ld t ) - ' ) C Dom(买豕). (3.2.8) 
By (3.2.8), the identity d'l = 0 and 
S = (I + 买豕)-i - d . d l i l + 昆豕)-i, (3.2.9) 
we have 
尺 ( 5 * ) C Dom(买豕). (3.2.10) 
Likewise, by (3.2.7), the identity dl^ = 0 and 
S={I + Adlr' - KMl + (3.2.11) 
we have 
n{S) C Dom喊). (3.2.12) 
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Heiice’ we have 7Z{S) C Dom(F). By computation, we verify that FS = I. This 
proves proposition. • 
Define a_ Plennitian form Q,, on by 
仏(0，功）:=(豕0’ 丞 + (豕0’买vo + (0’ 论） （3.2.13) 
= ( ( • 6 + /)0’V,)’ （3.2.14) 
for (M) e SP寧 
Locally on a coordinate neighborhood U, we can express a, smooth (j), ry)-forin 
0 a.s 
小 = ( l ) i W / \ l J ’ � , (3.2.15) 
|/i=P’ 丨./丨=<7 
where I = (?；!,• •. , and J = (ji,…，人)are inultiinclices, u/ = u/�/\. -. A o/S 
uj-^ = ujJ^ A ••• A LjJ'^ and the prime on the siiinmation sign means that we sum 
over only increasing multiindices. Here (^/s are defined for arbitrary I and J 
so that are antisymmetric. By a, direct computation, we get 
汰 必 = L j ( h � j LJ-^ A A ID,�+ terms of order zero, (3.2.16) /’•/ j 
and using integration by parts, we obtain 
^/V = Y^ 乙j0/，.//、'�I A JJJK + terms of order zero. (3.2.17) 
/’八’j 
Using (3.2.16) and (3.2.17), we obtain 
• 6 0 = - J ] ' ^ LjLj(l)j^j Lji A 订7 
lAJeJ j 
- [ ' Y ^ L ; Z j ( j > i � j u j i / \ U � 
i.jjij j 
+ u/ 八 Ujk A ZjK + p小, 
I,JJ< J补 
where P is a. first order differential operator involving differentiation in the direc-
tioii Li, • • • ’ L„_i, L i , . . . ’ Ln-i only. 
We can see that is not elliptic from its symbol. 
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Theorem 3.2.2. Suppose that condition Y(q) (See Definition 2.3.J,.), for some 
(1 .肌th I < q < n - 1, holds on a compact, oriented, CR manifold (A/, 
of real dimension 2n — 1 with n > 3. Then we have 
uniformly for all (f) G 
Proof. Let XQ G M and Kro be a neighborhood of XQ such that the next theorem, 
Theorem 3.2.3 holds. Let Li, • • • ’ L^-i be an local orthonormal basis for 
It follows from condition Y(q) that the vector fields Li,…’ L".-!’I^i’.. • ,Ln-i 
thdi. Lie hmrket spans the complex tangent space. By invoking Theorem 3.1. J 7 
with rn = 2，and Theorem 3.2.3, we obtain, 
for all (/) e with support contained in 
Now the Theorem follows from a partition of unity since Q 山 沖 , < Q,,(</)’ (/)) 
where r/ is a smooth cutoff function. • 
Define 
\\^k<}>iA? + U \ \ \ (3.2.18) 
110111：= E + (3.2.19) 
Theorem 3.2.3. Suppose that condition Y{q), for some q with I < q < n - 1， 
holds on a compact, orierited, CR manifold (A/, of real dimension 2n - 1 
with n > 3. Then, for 
any .To G M，there is a neighborhood c/ XQ such that 
II 小Hi + IWll + I ] < Q办,0) , (3.2.20) 
I. J 
miiformly for all 0 G <f"’"(M) with support contained in . 
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Proo f . By (3.2.16), we get 
P �| 2 = IP 巾 1 山工ih山、(3.2.21) 
where ej'[ = 0 unless j • J • L and {j} U > / = { / } U L’ in which case e// is 
the sign of permutation [{•[). Since is antisymmetric in J , we rearrange the 
terms in the right hand side of the above equation to obtain 
II丞列2 = II 1.0/,.; IP — ( 3 . 2 . 2 2 ) 
i�J j i,i< j,k 
where the first, term is the sum of the first term and those terms with J = L \n 
the scconcl term of (3.2.21) and the second term contains those with J ^ L in 
the second term of (3.2.21). 
Tlieii, using integration by parts to rearrange the second term of the above 
equation, we have 
(Lj(f)i,ki<,Lk^i,jK) = {-LkLj(/)i,ki<^(Piji<) + 0{\\(f)\\j^\\(f)\\) (3.2.23) 
=(Lk(l>i,kK, Lj(/)ijf^) + ([L力 Lk](l)i,ki<, (f^fjR-) 
+ + 11011). 
From (3.2.17), we (:a.n express the first term of the last expression by dlcp and 
hence we have 
= - WW + E ' : D [ L j，口知,A ' ’工成队） 
j I,K j,k 
- ^ O i i U U + UWj；) IklD- (3.2.24) 
Recall that 
l^jM = cj,T + ^  a'j.Li + [ 
I I 
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and hence 




=PV>/’.//(’ 巧/c</>/’/cL) + E(4tL,(i6/’从， 
/ 
+ J](巧fcZ/如)/c’ (3.2.25) 
I 
Wc may assume the Levi form is diagonal at .Tq ’ i.e. Cjk(x) = A^Sj^  + b . j抓 
〜 人 = 0 and that Cii(‘To) + 0, since condition Y{q) holds on (M,T(M)) . It 
follows ( hat there exists constaDt C > 0 such that |cii(.x-)| > 1/C for .?; e 14�i f 
is clioseii to be small enough. Hence, for any smooth function f with f{xo) = 0 
on M’ using (3.2.25) we have 
V^ii / 
< C(，) | / | ) ( | | 0 Hi + II0 III) + 0(11 d) y I II). (3.2.2G) 
The smooth function f{x) will be taken as bjf,(x). Thus, denoting the eigenvalues 
of the Levi form at XQ by Ai, • • • A„_i, we obtain 
Q編、=E'E l l ^^v l l ' 丨风Tch山如，J) 
j I,J jeJ 
+110111-) + O ( | | 0 | | r i U \ \ ) , (3.2.27) 
wlicro S > 0 can be made arbitrary small, if necessary, by shrinking V^^. 
To finish the proof, we need to estimate the second term on the right hand side 
of (3.2.27). Thus, using integration by parts, we get 
U j ^ i . j f = l l M v l l ' —z\#Cr0/，./，0V) + ^ ( I H I i + 110III) (3.2.28) 
Ikll). 
For each miiltiiiidex pair (/’ </)’ set 
厂 乃 = < 0 if '^(T(f)ij,(j)i,j) > 0 or Ay > 0 if 0/,.；) < 0}. 
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Using CJ(1, J) and 11 <P Ili= L k,I, J 11 Lk~I,J 112 + 11 ~ 11 2, for any slTlall E > 0, we have 
11 <P Ili ~ E 11 ~ Ili +(1 - E) L' L IILj~I , J 11 2 (3.2.29) 
I,J j EO"(J ,J) 
~ E 11 ~ Il i - (1 - c) L' L AjSR(T~I , J, ~I,J) + 00(11 ~ III + 11 ~ 11 ]) 
I,J jEO"(I,J) 
+0((11 <P IlL + 11 ~ 11 7;) 11 cP 11) 
~ E 11 ~ ll i - (1 - E)L' L AjSR(T~I ,J ,cPI,J) - 0(11<p111 + IlcPlli) - C 11 ~ 112 , 
I,J jEO"(J ,J) 
where we have us d (3.2.28) in in the second inequality. Substituting (3.2.29) 
in to (3.2.27) we get 
Qb(<P,<P) ~ c 11 ~ lI t - (1 - c)L' L AjSR(T cP I,J,cPI,J) (3.2.30) 
[ ,J .7 EO" (J ,J) 
+ L' L AjSR(T cPI,J, <PI ,J) - 0(11 ~ III + 11 cP Ili) 
I,J JEJ 
- 0(11 <P IILII ~ 11) , 
= c 11 <P li t + L' aI,JAjSR(T<pI,J, cPI,J) - 0(11 cP III + 11 cP lit) 
I,J 
- O( 11 <P Ilr ll <P 11) , 
where 
al,J = L Aj - (1 - E) ( L Aj) + E ( L Aj) . 
jEJ\O"(J,J) jEO"(J,J)V jEJnO"(I ,J) 
Condit ion Y(q) hold at xo , for ach multi index J with IJI = q, ilnplies that 
one of th following thre cases must hold: 
(1) If the Levi form has max( n - q, q + 1) eigenval ues of the same sign , then :3 
j E J and a k tJ. J so that Aj and Ak are of the SaITle sign which may be 8ssun1ed 
to be positive, if necessary, by replacing T by -T. 
(2) If the Levi form has min( n - q, q + 1) pairs of eigenvalues of opposite signs 
then :3 j, k tJ. J so that Aj > 0 and Ak < O. 
(3) Under th SaIne hypothe is as in (2) , :3 j, k E J so that /\ j > 0 and Ak < o. 
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Then by choosing E > 0 to be sufficiently small we can get aI,J > 0 if 
SR(TcPI ,J) > 0, and aI,J < 0 if SR(Tcpr,J) < O. 
Since the second t erm on the right hand side of (3.2.30) is a fi nite sum , by 
letting 6 > 0 be s111all enough , we obtain 
Qb(cP , cp ) ~ 11 cP li t + 'I:'I SR(TCPI,J, CPI,J)I - (se) 11 cP II I - (l e) 11 cP 11 2 . (3.2.31) 
I,J 
On th other hand, using integration by parts, we get the fo llowing estimate 
which is similar to (3.2.28) , 
11 Lj CP I,J 11 2 :s 11 LjCPI ,J 11 2 + 1 ~ ( TcpI , J , cP I,J)1 + 610(11 cP 11 7J + 11 1) Il i ) (3.2. 32) 
+O( 11 cP II -Ll I1) 11) , 
where 61 > O.can be chosen arbi t rarily small. 
For conv nience, rewrit ing (3.2.31) as 
w have 
11 4> li t + 'I:'I 3t(T4>{,J, "'1,J) I :; Qb ~' 4» + (se) 11 4> II I 
I,J 1 
+ (l e) Il cp I1 2). 
Sill1ilarly, we 1n3Y r write (3.2.32) 3S 
11 LjcP I,J 11 2 :::; C2 ( 11 Lj<PI,J 11 2 +ISR(T<pI,J, <P I,J) I + 61 (11 <P 117J 
+ 11 <P lI i ) + C3 11 <P Ilr ll <P 11) · 
By choosing 01 to be sufficiently small , (3 .2.34) can be rearranged as, 
Il cp ll l:::; C4 (ll cp ll t + 'I:'I SR(T cPI,J,CPI,))I+ Il cp I1 2). 
I,J 
Th refore, 
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s G i d k III II0 i n + II • iif 
“ I,J 
+ UWlHic) + 
where the first inequality is obtained by (3.2.35), the second inequality is obtained 
by combining terms and the third inequality is obtained by (3.2.33). Now, by 
choosing (.sc) to be sufficiently small, we obtain (3.2.20). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. • 
We shall use Friedrichs' Lemma, [Fri 1] to obtain the compactness of Q^. Let 
\ G Qr'(lR^) with support in the unit ball such that a^  > 0 and / 'xdV = 1. Let 
Xc = for e > 0. 
Lemma 3.2.4 (Frieclridis, Lemma), / f v G L^fK^) with compact support and 
6 is a C^ function in a neighborhood of supp v, then 
丨)•^(” * Xe) - {b-^) * X, — 0 m as 6 一 0, (3.2.3G) 
where is defined in the sense of distribution. 
Corollary 3.2.5. Qi> is compact with respect to L2("�(A,I). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.4，and Theorem 3.2.2, wc obtain 
Q!>(</>, (/>) > C 11011!, for (f) G Dom(豕）n Dom(买). （3.2.37) 
In particular, Q^ is compact with respect to • 
3.3 Local Regularity and the Hodge Theorem 
for n^ 
III this section, we shall prove the local regularity theorem for the operator 
and the Hodge Theorem for D^ 
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L e m m a 3.3.1. Suppose that condition Y(q), for some q with 1 <q < n—l, holds 
on a com,pact, oriented, CR manifold (M,T^'0(M)) of real dimenszon 2n-l with 
N 2 3. Let U be a local coordinate neighborhood, and let {OT}二 1 be a sequence of 
smooth functions supported in U such that ^ = 1 on the support o/Cfc+i for 
all k. Then, for each -positive integer k, we have 
IICfc0|||<||Ci(n. + I)<J>\\U + II + I W (3.3.1) 
unifonnly for all 0 G 關(iV/) supported in U. 
Proof . We shall prove the lemma, by induction. For k = 1 by Theorem 3.2.2, 
Wo have 
IICi0lli< 仏(Ci(/>’Ci0) 二|丨昆Ci0||2 + + IKi0l|2. 
Using the commutators and Tlieorein 3.1.15，the right hand side is estimated as 
follows, 
II 昆 Cl0||2 = (昆 Cl0,习 
=(Cl昆0,豕Cl0) + ([氛,Cl]0，昆Cl0) 
=(艮么 Ci 汰 C � + ([床，Cij</>，豕 Ci0) 
= { d b c i ^ M U ) + (昆 0，[Ci，丞]Ci0) + ([昆,Cil</»，昆 Ci0) 
= + (Ci 昆0’ [Ci’昆]0) + ([豕，Cil0，汰 Ci0) 
=(买豕0，ck) + ([Ci，昆R [Ci，昆]0) + 小，[Ci,昆w + ([昆，Cik/>，豕G0). 
Similarly, 
1  豕Ci 利r =(买 买 Ci0) 
= + (K，Ci]0，^Ci0) 
二 (买 豕 Ci0) + (K，(i 他实(1利 
= 0 1 • 恥 + (买[<!’买]Cl利 + (K,Clj0’买Cl0) 
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=(d,dl<l>. (!</>) + ICuKW + (K，Ci}0，买Ci0) 
= 小 、 ( t 小、+ ([Ci’买他[Ci,买 w + (豕 Ci0，[Ci，买 W + 
Hence, we have 
=(买豕 0’C?0) + ([Ci’ 昆][Ci ,昆]0) + (昆 Ci0’ [Ci，匆 0) 
+([艮’ Cil0’ 豕 Ci0) + (昆买 0，C?0) + ([Ci,买][Ci，买w 
+(豕 Ci0’ [(uKW + (K>Ci]</>,a;ci0) + 
二 {{^b + /)0’C?0) + 0(110||2) + (A) + {D) + (C) + (D) 
=况((•', + 0也CiV) + + + O i U f ) + 况((/I) + [B) f- (C) -I- (D)) 
=况((口6 + /)0’（120) + 0(丨丨</)丨|2) 
< l l ( a + /Wllll0| | + O ( | | 0 | n 
』口“/)0||2’ 
where (A)=(豕Ci0’ [(i,昆⑷，(B)=([豕，Cil0，瓦CiA ( C ) =(买C i 0 , [Ci，买W， 
and {D)=([豕’ C iR 买 T h e 4th equality follows from the fact that 况((/I) + 
(5))=况(（C) + (D)) = 0) and that both Q6(Ci0’Ci<« and 0(\\ 0 f ) are real. 
The last inequality sign follows from the inequality ((0^ +7 )0 ,0 ) >| |0 | |2. Hence, 
when k = 1, the assertion is true. 
Assume that the theorem is true for all integer < k - 1 for some k > 1, then 
we prove the assertion for k. To simplify our notations, we write A 宇 = f o r 
short and write Ci J^tCfc 二 Pk- Then, we have 
i i a ^ i i i < i i A - a 0 i r i = i M . C i a 0 i i | 
2 2 
Let P； be the adjoint operator of 7 .^’ then the first term can be estimated as 
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follows. 
=喊Qk-减PkOc-冰 + ([昆，PdCA:-10’ 豕八Cfc-10) 
=(Zk"_10，[尸艮1P,Ca.-10) + (艮G-10’ 否尸：尸A.Ca：—10) 
+(买 a-—10, + (取 ‘ A：—1 0，昆1 0 ) 
=(Cfc-i</>，买[户二 豕 jn.CA:—10) + (d,(:k-i<t>.d,P*kPkC,k-i(ly) 
+ ( C a : - I 0，匆豕 jn.C/c-10) + (买 0^-10’豕 10) 
=(C/c-10’ K , [p二昆 i ] /Kit- i0) + (a -10 , 
+(G_i0，[A，’ 买 RPfcC"-—10) + 
+0(11 
+ 11 买 PitG-ic/HI)) 
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(Cfc-10, [dl ip:MPkCk-i</>) + mMCk-i^f^^KPkCk-i^) 
+ (a-10, [p^XmCk-Kp) 
+([P:，买rCA:-i0’ 昆 + ( K a �减 p ; : P ‘ � 
+ l l ^ p ‘ i 0 i i ) ) 
= 么 K ’ [ P 二 昆 j ] 尸 + ([尸/：’匆*Ca：—10，买10) 
+ (a-10,[豕，[/?’ 豕] 
+([户二 买 l*Cfc_i0’ 豕 + (买 Ca:-10’ 买 Pf/Kfc-Ktt 
+ , (I), p； + (II 1011 
where [P；：’昆and [P；：，买denote the adjoint operators of and 
respectively. It follows from Theorem 3.1.15 that [/=；!，买j*，[买，[/"),，，昆j 
arid [豕’ are operators of order (k - l)/2. Therefore, we have 
Q侧,Pk小、=(艮a--i0’豕+ ( 豕 C f c — 1 0 ’ 买 利 
+ o ( l i a - i 0 i i i ^ + + ii^ PA々 ’一 1011)) 
2 2 ~ 
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Hence, we get that 
\\<Ml<{lc) ||0(口6 + / ) 0 | | | ^ +(5C) lla^ll?. +{lc) IIC/C-IC/^IIL. 
2 2 2 
2 
Thus, by choosing {sc) small enough, we obtain 
2 ~T~ 
Now, using the induction hypothesis, we get 
II a-0 III < II Ci ( a + / ) 0 li'La + II Ci + m 11L3 + II + 1|2 2 2 
This completes the proof of the lemma. • 
Suppose that for some q with 1 < ry < n - 1, condition Y{q) holds 011 a. 
compact, oriented, CR manifold (M,T^'0(M)) of real climension 2n — 1 with 
n > 3. Given a G % � q � ( M ) , we study the equation 
仏 (0，灼- ( (Qt + /地 V力=(«,奶 (3.3.2) 
for any 少 e Doni(昆）n Dom(买) .The equation (3.3.2) is not. elliptic, namely, it 
does not satisfy Gaiding type inequality. (3.3.2) will be modified by adding an 
extra, term to the right hand side. Then, the modified equation is elliptic so that 
Gaiding type inequality will hold. We shall prove regularity for solutions of the 
modified cquat.ioii. We obtain estimates valid iiuifoniily as the extra tonn goes 
to zero which will enable us to conclude the regularity of the original solution. 
This technique is known as elliptic regiilarizatiori. To do so, let {(队 丄 1 be 
an open covering of M consisting of the local coordinate neighborhood systems 
with local coordinates Xj 's on 11“ and let{r/,}-^i be a. partition unity subordinate 
to {f/i}"^!- Define the bilinear form Ql, for each e with 0 < e �l , b y 
m 2n-1 
QIM. VO := VO + ^X^ Yl{Djfh(j>, D M ) (3.3.3) 
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for any ,0 G where is the completion of <f')’？(iV/) under Q l 
Then, the modified equation is 
«(0’v力 二（a'’V,)’ (3.3.4) 
for any 功 G This equation is elliptic since 
||V;||?. (3.3.5) 
We have the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3.3.2. Suppose that condition Y(q), for some q with I < q < n - I, 
holds on a compact, oriented, CR manifold of real dimension 2n- \ 
川他 Ti > 3. Given a G … l e t (j) e DomiOb) be the unique solutwn of the 
equation (• , , + 7)0 = cv. If U is a subregion of M and q\u G £P’r'(U)，then 
01" e Moreover, if Q and Ci are two cut-off functions supported m U 
that Ci = 1 on the support of then for each integer s > 0, there is a 
constant C, such that 
+ (3.3.6) 
P r o o f . If (f)\i, is smooth, tlien the estimates (3.3.6) follows irninecliately from 
Lemma 3.3.1. Hence, it remains only to prove that G £P’q{JJ). It suffices to 
show that 
e P’r'(A/)’ (3.3.7) 
where C supported in U. First, we show that solution to the equation (3.3.4) 
exists. Clearly, 0) > \ \ ( l ) f . Hence, the mapping 0 h («, (J)) is a boiiiidod 
conjugate linear functional on and we nave 
AM/ 
l ( a ’ , 州 刻 《 關 0 1 1 剑 a l l 如 彻 V 
By the Riesz representation theorem, there exists unique cff e W l^^ j such that 
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It follows that for all e satisfying 0 < e � 1， t h e r e exists a. constant C, which 
is iiidepeiiclent of e such that 
+ (3.3.8) 
Since the constant C is indepenclent of e, the estimate is said to be iinifonn for 
all 0 < e �l . T l i e reason for this uniformity can be seen as follows, cff depends 
on e. However, all estimates relating to (3.3.8) such as Theorem 3.2.2, Lciiiina, 
3.3.1 arc iinifonn estimates. 
To show (3.3.7), we first show that converges to (j) in Ll)�q�[]\,I). By (3.3.8), 
there is a, subsequence of converges weakly in to some element 
fJ e We claim that /? 二 C0. 
For any .ij) G C 二 � A , I � n D()m(Z):)’ we have 
仏(0’ 灼 = 
W 杂 ( a v 0 ) . 
Hence, 
(3.3.9) 
From (3.3.9) and (3.3.3), 
m 2n-l 
( M , . 0 ) =仏W A 0) + e I](巧",#，D.rnijj). 
i=l j=l 
Hence, 
<C'2e ||a'||||7/iV^||i->0 as e -> 0. 
Since 门 is dense in Dom(仇)n Dom(否j^ ) by liorniaiider's ar-
guinent, we have, 
仏 (0 / / —C0，C0) — 0 
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for all e Dom(昆）门 Dom(买) .Thus, converges to Qcf) weakly in the 
norm. But a subsequence o f � ( / f (5 weakly in the norm. Therefore, we 
must have 
This proves that converges to 0 in 丨、(M). 
By (3.3.8), the sequence is uniformly bounded in for each .s. 
Hence, by Rellich's lemma, one can choose a subsequence that converges 
hi (似)as ej — 0. Since {C0” converges to (：(/> in must 
converge to ((p in 力(^V/) for each s. Finally, using the Sobolev embedding 
theoreiii’ we have C0 ^ This completes tho proof of the theorem. • 
Theorem 3.3.3. Let a, U, C and Ci be as in Theorem 3.3.2. a\u e 
for some integer s > 0，then G 卞二（A/) and 
Proof. Let Co be a cut-off function supported in U such that (o = 1 on supp {(i}. 
Since a\u E we can choose sequences of smooth {p, r/)-forins 
with supp {AT} C {7n} and siipp {7”} c {(1 - Co)} such that 
—Co(v in M/“)(il/)， (3.3.10) 
and 
7” (1 - Co)« in 4 v 7 ) 阅. (3.3.11) 
By (3.3.10), we have 
= Pn + In — « ill L f 则 ( 3 . 3 . 1 2 ) 
Since supp {%} C {(1 - Co)} ’ we have Ci7n = 0. Hence, by (3.3.10), we have 
Ciftn Cia in (3.3.13) 
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Let G Dom(ab) be the solution to (D^ + = a、,； since (•；, + /)—i is 
bounded, we have 
^n 0 ill Ll ,){M). (3.3.14) 
Hence, C^n is a Caiichy sequence in By Theorem 3.3.2, 
llC(0n-0r„)i|5+i < | | C i K - a ' , „ ) | | , + llQ'n -CV,„,|| . (3.3.15) 
From (3.3.14) and (3.3.15), it follows that lim C0n = C於 is in 
71 一OO • (P//” Z 
Hence, 
IIC0||,s+. <||Ckv||, f lloji.-
This proves the theorem. • 
Theorem 3.3.4. Leta^cf), (/, C and Ci he as in Theorem 3.3.2. IfC^a G JM) 
for some s > 0，and if 0 satisfies (•,, + A/)0 = a for some constant X, then 
e u / (二⑷. 
Proof. Set 
a ' = a-{-{I - X)(/), (3.3.16) 
then 
+ I)(f) = a'. (3.3.17) 
Since a'' E 乙？尸’(,)(A'/); by Theorem 3.3.3, we have Ci0 G 
Let {<j}ji.� bo a. sequence of cut-off functions with (^ +1 = C and Q = 1 on 
supp Cj+\- Then using Theorem 3.3.3 inductively, we have 
(3.3.16) , ,) 
TliiijJ.3.3 . , / " � 
• C30el�,)(A ' / ) 
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This proves the theorem. • 
Corollary 3.3.5. Db+A/ is hypoelliptic for every A. Moreover, all the cigenfonns 
o/Dt arc smooth. 
Proof. Apply the Sobolev lemma to Theorem 3.3.4. • 
Patching up the local estimates, we obtain the following global estimate: 
Theorem 3.3.G. Let M be a compact, oriented, CR manifold satisfy nig condition 
Let 0 e O o 7 7 7 , ( n , , ) . if (•“ + /)</) = « with a e s > O , then 
中 e��(�,’,,+1)(7V/) and there exists constant C, independent of a. such that 
U\Ui<C\\a\U. 
Here arc sonic important consequences of Theorem 3.3.6: 
Corollary 3.3.7. Let M be as m Theorem 3.8.6. The operutor + /)-' is 
compact. 
Proof. (Ob + is a bounded operator from " “ " ( M ) into W^p^^(M). The 
corollary hence follows from Rellich's lemma. • 
Corollary 3.3.8. Let M be as in Theorem 3.3.6. •6 + / has a discrete spectrum 
"":/力，no finite limi.t point, and cach CAgeiivalue occurs with finite imdi/iphcily. All 
eigenforms are smooth. In particular, Ker(D(,) is of finite dimension and consists 
of smooth forms. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.3.7, + is a compact operator from 1：(丨”丨、(j\I) into 
itself. By the spectral theory of compact operators, the spectrum of (•{, + / ) " ' is 
compact and countable with 0 as its only possible limit point. Since + /)—� 
is in.jcct.ive’ 0 is not an eigenvalue of (•,, + / ) _ �E a c h eigenvalue of + / ) _ � 
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has finite multiplicity. Also A is an eigenvalue of + / ) - i if and only if A"^ is 
an eigenvalue of ( •5 + / ) - ! . This completes the proof. • 
Proposit ion 3.3.9. Let M be as in Theorem 3.3.6. is hypoelliptic. Moreover, 
z/ = a with a G s > 0, then there exists constant C > 0, 
independent of a such that 
Proof. We prove the estimate by an induction argiiirient on s. If s = 0’ then 
by Theorem 3.3.(3，we have 
Assume the assertion is true up to s - 1, we have 小 e H,(，）w(几/). For the case s, 
叩plying Theorem 3.3.6 again, we get 
where the third inequality is obtained by the induction hypothesis. This proves 
the proposition. • 
Let be the space of smooth harmonic (/), r/)-forms on A/, namely, 
•= I<ei,p6). By Corollary 3.3.8’ 尺（ iV/ ) is of finite cliineiisioii and 
is bounded away from zero on the orthogonal complement (Hf)” ^(/i/))丄’ namely, 
Iia0| |> Ai 11011 (3.3.18) 
for all (j) e Doin(n,,) n (行。�)(M))丄，where Ai is the smallest positive eigenvalue 
of Dfo. It follows from (3.3.18) and Leniiiia. 3.1.18 that the range of is closed. 
Also, we have the following strong Hodge type decomposition on (,)(；!/): 
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Propos i t ion 3.3.10. Let M be as in Theorem 3.3.6. admits the strong 
ortlwcjoTial decomposition, 
=硕 ( D o m { O b ) ) e d:db[Dom{Ub)) ® n l � ‘ h ” �( 3 . 3 . 1 9 ) 
where denotes the range o/D/,. 
Proof . Using the facts tlmt Bb is self-adjoint,尺(Cy is closed, and (3.1.20), we 
have 尺 ( • 丄 ） = A l s o , ( 豕 买 / ’ 买 瓦 / ) = = 0 for any 
f e Dom(氛）n Dom(买）.This proves the proposition. • 
Tlnis, w(�rail define (ho operator, N,,.乙?,,’,,)(八/) — Doiii(n,,). as follows: If 
(t ^ set, = 0. If a. G 尺(Cy’ define N^a = </;, where (j) is the unique 
solution of Ob(J) = cv with 0 丄 71：|"则)（]</). We can extend N^ by linearity so that 
Nb is (lefiiicd on the whole of Lfp�(丨、(M). By (3.3.18), is a, bounded operator. 
Let /-/f,,々 ）denote the orthogonal projection from 乙^“(似)onto 九{； 
Theorem 3.3.11. Let (71/, be a compact, oriented, CR manifold with 
n > 3. Suppose that condition Y(q), for some q with I < q < n - I holds on 
( A / , T h e n there exists an operator 
Nb : — Ll)肩 
such that: 
(1) Nf, is a compact operator. 
� For any a. G « = di^lNkcy + dldiMa + H'^a. 
(3) NJ-I^ = H^Nu = 0. 
yVbOft = OiM = on Z)om(Di,). 
(4) I f N , 
is also defined on L^ {Ad), then N^db — d^Ni, on Doni{di,). 
U Nb IS also defined on then N^dl =豕A厂& on Dom(dl). 
� c <f"’"（A./)，and for each positive integer s, the estwiate 
(3.3.20) 
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holds uniformly for all a G ^^  ( M ) . 
Proof. For (1), by Proposition 3.3.9 and Rellich lemma, is a compact oper-
ator. 
(2) is just a restatement of Proposition 3.3.10. The statements in (3) follows 
immediately from the definition of Nb. 




We have a. similar equation for d:. 
For (5), if cv G 6>"(M)’ then cv - H^a G we have 
已 M a = a - (3.3.21) 
By Corollary 3.3.5, is hypoelliptic; hence Ni^ a G Since 
<11 "II., 
whore the first inequality follows from Proposition 3.3.9, the second inequality 
follows from (3.3.21) together with the boundediiess of Nb and in the last in-
equality, we have used tlie fact that 九 ( A / ) is of finite dimension to obtain the 
estimate: | |//^i' | |,s< C, Cs | | a | | for sonio constant C,. This proves the 
theorem. • 
Corollary 3.3.12. Let M be as in Theorem 3.3.1 J. The range ofdb, 7^(01,) on 
Dom(db) n 乙1�)( /1 / ) is closed. 
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Proof . The corollary will follow from 7Z(di,)=昆买(DoinO；^). It suffices to 
show 7Z(do) C d(,dl(DomO(,). This follows from 尺(豕）丄 K e i•(实 ) . • 
Definit ion 3.3.13. Let M be a compact oriented CR manifold. The Szego pro-
jection S on M is defined to be orthogonal projection S = H丨—)from L'^(M) onto 
摩 ) = 〜 
Theorem 3.3.14. Let M be a compact oriented CR manifold. Suppose that M 
satisfies condition ),(1). Then the Szego projection S on M is given by 
S = I - dlN,d,,. (3.3.22) 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.11, if condition r ( l ) liolcls on M, there exists an oper-
atoi. No oil L‘,o’i)(M). From (2),(4) of Theorem 3.3.11, we have S = I-OldbNi,= 
/ - di^Nbdb on Dom(5i,). Since I - S is bounded, we can extend S to the whole 
of L"\M). This proves the theorem. • 
Theorem 3.3.15. Under the same hypotheses as m Theorem '3.3.11, for (my 
tt G With dba = 0 and H^a = 0, there is a unique sohdion 0 ofdi^cj) = a 
^uith (j)丄 I(er(db). If a G 例[M�’ then (j) e 例-^(M). Furthermore, for each 
s > 0, if a e 1 � “ ( M)， t h e n 0 e li,二t”(A'/) and 
IklLs+i < l l « | | . • (3.3.23) 
Proof . By (2) of Theorem 3.3.11, we have 
Acy = dldlNf^a + dbdld^Nha + dhH^a 
=dbdldbNi,A. 
Thus, if doa = 0 then = 0. This implies || 豕 床 | | 2 = 0. 
Hence, a 二 dbd^jN^a. Then, we take (j) = and </> is unique by the condition 
0 丄 Ker(db). The smoothness of 0 follows from (5) of Theorem 3.3.11. For the 
estimate (3.3.23), let {f/j}"^, be an open cover of AI formed by the coordinate 
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charts { f / J j l i , and let {CJrii be a. partition of unity subordinate to {"i}二i. 
Then we have 
S E((买凡…八2‘…实C具a) + 
1 = 1 
m 
二 + A'^'-'dlQN.a) + A �…昆 
1=1 
71} 
= E ( ( 豕 豕 ( " V ⑷ + (昆 AVI'，C,A2•…豕 ⑷）+ 0(11 TV,,…1:^ ,) 
1=1 
tn 
= + + ()(|丨 A/HliJ+i) 
tn 
i = l 
By (5) of Theorem 3.3.11, wc obtain 
This proves the theorem. • 
Chapter 4 
Embeddability of CR manifolds 
4.1 CR Embedding and Embeddability of Real 
Analytic CR Manifold 
Let be a smooth CR manifold of real dimension 2n — 1, n > 2. If 
M is (liffcomoi.phic to another manifold Mi of equal (limeiision via. a map if, then 
^ induces a, CR structure on Mi. It is a natural question to ask 
whether or not a given abstract CR manifold can be realized as a CR manifold in 
some complex Euclidean space. This question assumes fimdameiital importance 
ill view of the deep results of Ha.rvey-La.wson [FlaLa. 1] and Rossi [Ros 1], 
Definition 4.1.1. Let be a CR munifold of real dimension 2n — 1， 
n> 2. A smooth mapping (/? from M into a complex manifold M is called a CR 
embedding if 
(V ^ 访隐 embedding, (that means, (/? is a one-to-one mapping and the Jaco-
hian of ^p is of full rank everyiuhere.) 
(2) (/?*(:ri’G(M)) = 
The CR embedding problem is divided into the global and the local. The 
defiiiitioii given above is for the global. The definition for the local is clear. 
For the case M = C^, we have, 
L e m m a 4.1.2. Let (A/, be a CR manifold and let ^ = (c^i,.,仲)be 
GO 
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a smooth embedding of M into C'�. Then (/? is a CR embedding if and only ?.f ipj 
is a CR function for 1 < j < N. 
Proof. If IF is a. CR embedding, then for any L e r (M, Ti,o(M))，we ha.ve 
工(^Pj�= ^Mzj) = 0 for 1 < j < N. Thus tpj is a. CR function. We can prove 
the converse by reversing the arguinerits. • 
Theorem 4.1.3. Any real analytic CR manifold of dimension 2n-
1 with n > 2 can be locally CR embedded as a hypersurface in C". 
Proof. Consider any p e M. We shall CR embed a neighboiiioocl U of p 
into C". Take coordinates ii'i, • • • ’：r:2„-i as a, neighborhood U of p such that U 
corrcsi)on(ls to U�in p corresponds to the origin and 
丄'271.-1 
Then 7'''"(yV/) is given on U by 
印 ⑷ p J_ = l’ … 1 (4.1.1) 
and the iiitegrability condition is equivalent, to 
n-l 
[[_;•，= I ] 1 < J, k < n — 1 (4.1.2) 
7 ' = 1 
Consider 丄’ •. • ’ .C2„_i, t in an open subset U„ x of IR^"-' x R 二 IR�" where 
， . . . ’ X2n-\-it) converges for all j , k by teal aiialyticity of aj},{xi,. •. , —i). 
Then, 
Xj ：= ’ • • • ’ X2n-\ — ?:/')y~’ j = 1，• • • ’ n — 1 
and 
V . ^ 力 
A„ . 二 I — 
OX2r,-X dt 
define an almost complex structure on U() x (—£：’£). 
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By analytic continuation, (4.1.2) implies 
T ? - l 
AO，Xa.] = Y ^ b j k f J M , . . . ,X2n-l - i t ) ) L p , 1 < j , k < 7 i - 1, 
Also, 
lY VI V " 8 3 . V r \ d 
PO，A,1 = [ — � =— A " � � ‘ ’ 1 化 
Since X„ = where z„ = X2n-\ + it, and only appears in aj^, we have 
A �= 0 oil Uo X {-£, e) for 1 < j < n - 1 . Hence, [A。.，A�] = 0 for < j < n—L 
Therefore the almost complex structure ”’"([；。x ( -£,£)) is integrable. By the 
NewUvncler-Nireiiberg theorem’ it is a. complex structure. Then U is embedded as 
t.lie hypersurface t = 0 in this complex striictme, completing the proof. • 
A compact real analytic CR manifold of real dinieiisioiial 2n 一 1，in gen-
ei-a.l’ cannot ho globally CR embedded into C " for any N. We will provide a 
coiinterexainple found by Rossi[Ros 1] in section 4.3. 
4.2 Boute t de Monvel's Global CR Embedding 
Theorem 
111 this section, wc study and prove the following global CR embedding theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.1 (Boutet de Monvel). Let (vV/, be a compact strongly 
pscudoconvcx CR manifolds of real dimensions 2n-\ with n > 3. Then (M, 
C(i7i be globally CR. embedded into C人，for some k e N. 
S e t u p . Let T be a. purely imaginary vector field on M transversal to T^'^(M) 0 
T O ’ i ( M ) at all points. Choose a Heriiiitian metric on CT(M) so that 7”，()0/)’ 
:r()’i(M) and T are inutually orthogonal. The metric fixes L^{M). and H(A/) 
{/ e 乙2(M) :dbf = 0 in the sense of distribution}. '"(M) is a closed siibspace 
of L"\M�. The orthogonal projection S : L'^(M) — 7^(A/) is called the Szego 
projection. 
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Reduct ion of Proof. By Theorem 3.3.15, we have in case M is compact, 
strongly pscudocoiivex of real dimension > 5, 
艮：<f0，0(M) fO’i(M) has closed range in the C � topology. (4.2.1) 
S maps <f0’0(M) coiitiiiiioiisly into itself in the topology. (4.2.2) 
It will be shown that (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) imply Theorem 4.2.1. In fact, we 
Imve the following stronger Theroein. 
Theorem 4.2.2. Let be a compact strongly pseudoconvex CR rnan-
刺(Is of real dimensions 2 n - 1 unth n > 2. Suppose that (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) hold. 
践飞/’7，i’()(i\/)) can he globally CR embedded into C'' fo V some k G N. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.2 We first prove that CR fiiiictioiis separate points on 
A/. Wo do this in two steps. 
S t e p 1. For any p G M, to show that there exists (/),, e such that. 
(f>p(p) = 0 and di/j) vanishes to infinite order at p. (4.2.3) 
Oil some coordinate neighborhood centered at p, 
there exists a constant, c > 0 such that 
况 > (4.2.4) 
Outside a given small iieigliborhood of p on M,况 (工）> 1. (4.2.5) 
S t e p 2. For any p, q G M, to show that there exists a CR function on M which 
separates p and q. ‘ 
Proof of S t e p 1. We consider two cases: 
C a s e 1. Assume M = bD for some bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain D 
ill C". Let r be a strictly plurisubliarnioiiic defining function for D and consider 
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its Taylor expansion, 
r⑷= r ( p ) + 2况 E g f e - P,) + 最 - 暴 . - R - ) 
J jjk 
+ Y^ 幽 一 vM'^k 一 T)k) + o{\z — (4.2.6) 
ill a. small neighborhood of p. 
Taking 
也 ) ( 之 ） ： = ( 勺 — 朽 ） 一 (4.2.7) 
wc liave (4.2.3), since is holomorpliic. also satisfies (4.2.4), since, for 
z e M = bD’ we have, from (4.2.6) 
2 况 = Y^ ^ ^ ⑷ ( 勺 - P j ) { z k - % ) + — V?). (4.2.8) 
jM 
It, follows that for z e M = bD near p we have 
况 Mz) > cjz - (4.2.9) 
Case 2. Assume M = an abstract CR manifold. It suffices to find functions 
•01 ’ …，也.such that, 
For all j ,她)、 = 0 , (4.2.10) 
# 1 , • •. ’ d\l)n arc linearly independent at p, (4.2.11) 
db4)j vanishes to infinite order at p. (4.2.12) 
For, tlicii we may embed M by i/j = {^i,---，•,„)，use Ca.se 1 to get 石 f o r 
V;(A/) and take (j),, = ？树p)�V". To achieve (4.2.10)，(4.2.11) and (4.2.12), we use 
a result of Cat!in [Ca. 1 . 
Proof of Step 2. By Step 1’ there exists a fiuictioii (J),, on M satisfying (4.2.3), 
(4.2.4), (4.2.5) aiifl 况 � > 1. 
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Let u, := e � , t > 0 then G ^ : _ ) ( M ) ’叫⑷= 1， a n d ？ � is small for 
large t > 0. Also,we have 
dhUt 二 一 氛 0 , , ) . 
Observe that = Sut + ( / — S)ut implies duUt =昆（(/ - S> t ) . The trick is then 
to show that 
(i) dbXLt converges to zero in tlie C � topology as t oo, and 
(ii) db on Kei.(5") n<f(o’o)(yv/) has continuous inverse. 
Then ( / - S ) u t converges to zero in the topology as t — oo and Sii.t becomes 
dose enough to to separate p and q for sufficiently large t > 0. 
P r o o f of (ii) of S t ep 2. In condition (4.2.2), wc observe that c L'^(A/) 
since hi is compact and S preserves C �( A / ) . Hence, wc may rewrite (4.2.2) as 
follows, 
K e r � c L\M)三 S(L\M)) c H(M), (4.2.13) 
三 S{C^(M)) c C-(yU), (4.2.14) 
and 
S is continuous in topology. (4.2.15) 
By (4.2.14), the orthogonal decomposition, 
= Ker(5) 0 Range(5') for the bounded operator S (4.2.16) 
gives the decomposition C^{M) = (Ker(S) n C°°(yV/))�(Range(5 ' ) n C'^(M)). 
Further, by (4.2.15) for f 6 C �( M ) ’ f = ( f - S f ) + S f , where Sf is coiitiiiuous 
in f ill the C沈 topology. 
Let the range of 昆 on 广。州 be denoted by 7^  which is a closed subspace of 
<f(o’】）in tlie C � t o p o l o g y . Since both and 7^  are Fi'echet spaces, 
the closed graph theorem [Ru 1] implies that the isoinorpliisni 
0, : KeiiS) n C^(M) n (4.2.17) 
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and its inverse are continuous. This map is an isomorphism. Indeed, dj 二 0 
f e 释 n =>Sf = f . Since f e Ker(5), Sf = 0 and Sf = f implies / = 0. 
Proof of (i) of Step 2. By the definition of topology, it suffices to show 
that any A;tli derivative of DI/UF converges to zero on compact sets in M. We note 
that any A:th derivative of dbttf can be written in the following form. 
/U: := 成 ( 4 . 2 . 1 8 ) 
wlici.e is a smooth function on M and 1 < j <k+ 1,\P\ < k. Observe that, 
I ””丨)” I c ' 御 r [ 况 卜 （ ） 
Hencc’ by ( 4 . 2 . 4 )， i s boiiiided in some open neighborhood Vi of p ])y 
ku-l < cv,问‘Tpyc-•丨2. � I ’ （4.2.20) 
for some constant Ck > 0. 
Given any e > 0, since 豕(/>,, vanishes to infinite order at p and pe一c'W.' 
is uniformly bounded for all ；r and t > 0’ one may choose a, sufficiently small 
neighborhood V2 Vj so that < e on For a; • K2,we Imve |.xi > > {) 
for some constant 6. Let t be sufficiently large, it follows from (4.2.20) that 
Ma-I < e for x 朱 This proves (i) of Step 2. Roughly speaking, we can use 
the CR functions S(ut) to approximate smooth functions u,. to achieve the goal 
of separating points p and q. We are ready to make use of functions and 
function 4)�) to construct a. CR, embedding map. Define 
= Sii'je-"^^) for j‘ = l ’ . . . ’ n . (4.2.21) 
We see tliat for sufficiently large t > 0, /?"’s satisfy 
如 i) = 0 for j = 1’... ’ n. (4.2.22) 
f/"i(7))’. • • , dh"(p) are linearly independent. (4.2.23) 
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hJ = 0 for J. = 1’ . . . if necessary, by a translation in C". (4.2.24) 
(4.2.22) and (4.2.24) are clear. We can see (4.2.23) liolcls as follows. Recall 
that if condition Y{q) holds on a compact oriented CR manifold then the Szego 
projection on M can be represented by S = I -买yV為.(See Theorem 3.3.14.) 
Hence, 
= Sii/jjii,) 
= ( / - Ol^iAyipjUt. (4.2.25) 
Note that the sccoiicl term in (4.2.25) tends to zero in C ^ topology as t oo, 
thus 
册.'—"W�"'/.)’ as t — oo. (4.2.26) 
Then (4.2.26), (4.2.10)aiicl (4.2.11) implies that dh\p), • • • , are linearly 
inclependeiit for sufficiently large t > 0. This proves (4.2.23). Hence, for each 
P e M’ there exists an open neighborhood Up o[p on M and smooth CR functions 
" i ’ . . . ’ "；； such that dhl(x),…’ dJ 认v) are linearly independent for all x e “广 
Now cover M by a finite number of such Up., i = 1,... So far, we have con-
structed CR functions t.liat separate points within a coordinate neighborhood. It 
remains to find functions to separate two points which lie in different coordinate 
iieighboihoocls with distance larger than some positive constants. By a.�mpa,(,t-
iicss argument, wc can find finitely iiiaiiy such functions that sqmmie points p, q 
with distance d(j), q) > c X ) for some constant c, and we denote these functions 
by /7i, • • • ,fjm. Finally, set 
("; , , ’ . . . ’";;1，"；^2,…’ "；;2’…A;,，...，";L’"i..•’ " J . (4.2.27) 
Then, F is a. global CR emhedcliiig of M into C”"+'". This completes the proof 
of Theorem 4.2.2. • 
With Theorem 4.2.2 in hand, we are now ready to prove Theorem 4.2.1. 
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Proof of T h e o r e m 4.2.1 Since (A/, ^^'"(A/)) is strongly pseudoconvex with 
real dimension at least 5’ condition r ( l ) holds on (M, T^'O(M)). Hence, it follows 
from Corollary 3.3.12 that the range of 豕 on is closed in H/^ J^ ”(M) in 
the L? sense. Theorem 3.3.15 and the formula for tlie Szego projection S, S = 
I-df^NbOb shows that S maps C°°{M) continuously into itself in the C ^ topology. 
Now we apply Theorem 3.3.15 again. Since M is compact,广)’o(M) C L^(A/).We 
first apply the existence part of Theorem 3.3.15 to obtain a solution of 昆’ then 
apply the regularity part of Theorem 3.3.15 to conclude that the range of 昆 oii 
<?o’()（M) is closed in in the C沈 topology. Hence, conditions (4.2.1) and 
(4.2.2) in Theorem 4.2.2 
nre established for any compact strongly pseudocouvcx 
CR manifold of real diineiision 2n — 1 with n > 3. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. • 
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4.3 Rossi 's Globally Nonembeddable CR Mani-
fold 
Let 5*3 ：= {(zuz2) e C2| + = 1} be the boundary of tlie unit ball in 
C2 and let the induced CR structure T^^^(S^) be generated by 
丁 __ d — d 
L := ^2— 一 Zi—. 
OZ\ dz2 
Then’ is a compact strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold of real 
dimension three. For, we liave 
rr Ti 0 � d 0 d 
Oz\ dZ2 Oz)^ 
If wc set. 
T d ^ d — d _ d 
+ 辰 - A 瓦， 
then the Levi form is positive definite. 
Foi. each t G R, < 1, define a new CR structure on S''^ from 
aiS follows. Let TI'^(S^) be generated by the vector field Lt := L + tZ. Since 
[ L i M = { l - t ' ) l L , L ] , it follows that for | 力| < 1 ， i s a compact real 
analytic strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold of real dimension three. It follows 
by Theorem 4.1.3 that, �/’�(^"^)) is locally CR einbeddable into some C " 
However, wc shall see that cannot be globally CR embedded into 
any C" . This example is discovered by Rossi [Ros 1] and the proof presented liere 
is due to Burns [Bur 1] and Chen-Shaw [ChSli 1], 
Theorem 4.3.1. Any I? integrahle CR function f{z) on with respect to the 
CR structure 0 < … < 1，is even. i.e. f(z) = f{-z). 
To I)rove Theorem 4.3.1, we need to use a. density theorem from the theory of 
si)herical hariiioiiics and a. generalized version of Hartogs extension theorem. 
I I 
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Defini t ion 4.3.2. For keNU {0}，denote by STik the space of the restrictions 
to the unit sphere of all homogeneoxLs harmonic polynomials of degree k, 
z.e. SUk ：= nVk\s'^-i where KVk ：= /CerAI-p,. A|p, is the classical Laplacian 
restricted to Vk, the vector space of all homogeneous polynomials of degree k over 
C . 
Then we liave 
Propos i t ion 4.3.3. The finite linear combination of elements m [JZn'^'^k is 
uniformly dense in and L? dense in 
For a proof of tliis proposition, sco e.g. [ABR Ij or [CliSh 1). 
T h e o r e m 4.3.4. Let D be a hounded domain in C", n > '1, with connected C 
boundary. Let f be a CR function of class C^ defined on bD. Then, for any small 
e � 0， / can be holomorphically extended to a function F € 万 ) s u c h 
that = / . 
For M proof of Theorem 4.3.4, see [CIiSli 1 . 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1 First, we note that the space of homogeneous har-
monic polynomial of degree k can be decomposed as follows, 
nVk = 0 KPl:\ 
p + q 二 k 
whore denotes the space of all hoiiiogeiieoiis harmonic polynomials of cle-
grce k as a. linear combination of terms z^^z^ with |a'| 二 \(3\ = q and p + q = k. 
Put =?^ 巧:’"丨53，then 
sn, = 0 sni'q. 
p+q=k 
If h is a hannoiiic function on C^, then Lh and Th are also harmonic on C l Since 
LA = AL on C'^  , we liave 
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and 
Let f{z) be a square integrable CR function on S^ with respect to the CR struc-
ture T"/’o(5"3) for 0 < < 1, by Proposition 4.3.3, there is a unique representation 
771=0 
where / ,„( : ) G <57{川 and the series converges to f in the L^ iionii. Since Lif(z)= 
0 in the clistribiition sense on S'^ ’ we have I/,/川(z) 二 0 on S''\ for all m > (). 
For 711 = 2A: + 1, we can write 
/2A-+I = /2A-+l,0 + /2fc’l + • • • + ik+\,k + A.A'+I + 1- .h’2k + /o,2A-+l, 
where G SH二. 
Since Ltf2k+\{z) = 0 011 S'-\ and 
Ltf2k+\ = Lf2k+\ + t.Lf.2k+l 
= m 2 k + \ , o + /2fc’l H 1- /o’2fc+l) + tL{f2k+l,0 + hk�i H h /o’2fc+l) 
= 0 + /2fc+l,0 + . . . + flak + t{f2k,\ + . . . + fo,2k+l + 0) 
where /ijt+i.o 二 L/2A:’i on S'\ Thus, L/2a.,i = 0 on By Theorem 4.3.4, /2A:’ik 
extends smoothly to a holomoq)hic function F2k,\{z) defined 011 B2. Then, by 
harnioiiicity of f2k^i{z) and the maximum modulus principle, we obtain f2k’i(z)= 
F2k,\{z) oil B2. It follows that, f2k^i{z) is holomorpliic on C � a n d no z terms 
appears in f2k,\{z). Tims, f2k,i{z)三 0 on C^ 
Similarly, we have Lj\’2k 二 0 on S^. Hence, f i 2k is holoniorphic on C'^  and 
fi，2k 三（）on C2. Since f2k，i 三（.）implies Lf2k,i 三 0 which in turn implies that 
^/2A:-2,3 三 0 and hence f2k-2,:i 三（）on C^. We then repeat the above argiiiiients 
to obtain that f川(z)三 0 for all odd indices m and hciice f{z) must be even. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. • 
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4.4 Nirenberg 's Locally Nonembeddable CR Man-
ifold 
Define 
a2:={ (Z’U;)eC2 | s> |2 ; |2} (4.4.1) 
where z = x -{• iy and w — t i s . 
Denote b Q � b y M and define 
TT : {z,t + i\z\'^) ^ (z,t). (4.4.2) 
TIum). WI2 will be identified with the Hciseiibcrg group Ho via. tt. H(�n(:(\ the 
tangent.ial Ca.uchy-R.iema.im operator on M is given by 
- d …d 
流 (z⑷） 
and the corrcspoiicling Lewy operat or on H2 is 
- d . d 
Let the coordinates of IHI2 = C x R be given by y � t ) . 
Define a sequence of disjoint dosed discs Dk on the xt- plane that satisfy the 
followiiigs. 
The centers are at (1/A;, 0, l/fc). 
The radii arc chosen such that Di D Dj 二 0 if ?: # j . 
Dj has 110 intersection with the f-axis for all j . 
We also use the following notations. 
Ck ：= b~Dk. 
Dk := tlie interior of D/,：. 
Tk := the open solid torus obtained by sweeping Dk about tlie t- axis. 
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Sk '•= the topological boundary of T^. 
Set 
Cfc t t — S k ：= iT-\Sk) and f , 兀 ― i p y , 
namely, Ck, §k and f ^ are lifted from IHI2 to M via the mapping tt. 
Let P be the projection from C^ onto {0} x C, namely, P{z, w) — (0, w) and 
set 
C, •.= P{C,), SI -.= P{Sk), and n ••= P i n ) . 
Then, it, is not difficult, to see that {C[, — S^] is a. sequence of disjoint, simple 
closed curvca in the first qiiaclrant of the u;-plane converging to the origin aiicl T/, 
is exactly the open region bouiiclecl by C�. 
Let g be a smooth function 011 IHI2 with support contained in IJ二丄 such that 
(J >0 on I J £ i Tk and vanishes to infinite order at the origin. Define the operator 
Zg on IHI2 by 
艺‘<7:=玄+ "基. （4.4.5) 
The following leinina follows immediately from definitions. 
Lemma 4.4.1. P(M\ IJ^j f ^ ) is a connected subset of {w G C | s > 0} which 
contains the t-axis. 
For any function f : IHI2 — C, let / be the lifting of f to M, i.e., f = f o tt —、 
Heiice / is a CR function on M, i.e., Lf = 0 on M if and only if Zf = 0 011 IHl'2. 
Then we have 
Lemma 4.4.2. Let / : M 一 C be a C^ function. 
(1) If Lf = 0 on an open subset V of M, then the function 
F{w) := / fdz 
Jr{w). 
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is holonwT-phic on {w G C | r{w) C V}, where r{w) = M n P-乂w). 
(2) If Lf = 0 on M\ U�=i 7\, and r{iu) C M\ U � : i f,., then 
I fdz = 0. 
Jr{w) 
(3) If Lf = Q on M\ U^^ U, then for each k > 1, we have 
I J fdz Adw = 0. 
忌k 
Proof. For (1)，since / is a CR function of class / can be extended to a. 
function, denoted also by / , in an ambient neighborhood so that D f exists and is 
一 〜 -
continuous 011 V. Of vanishes 011 V since L / = 0 by hypothesis. Parariieteriziiig 
the circle 
r{w = t + is) •= + s -
by z = , ( )<<?< 27r, wo th(�ii have 
：袖 dw /(,‘,) ！(丨 
f^df, \dzdz ~ , d''z \ ,, 
二 / 。 （ 五 际 滋 + , ( : ’ " ) — r 
严 ( i f ~ dz\ 
= / 4 /(:’"')宗(份 
Jo (份 \ du) J 
We now prove (2) from (1). By (1), F{xv) is holoinorpliic on the interior of 
D {w e C | r(w) C M\ U^^i f / J . By the definition of F(w), we also see that 
F{w) is continuous up to the boundary of D. Also, r(w) degenerates to just a. 
point on the 力-axis. Hence F(iv) = 0 011 the t-a,xis. It follows that F(w) 二 0 on D. 
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For (3), we first parameterize q by w((J)) for O < 0 < 2TI. Then paraineteiiz-
ing Sk by (2：(0’ = we have 
//,"減=,r,r 六(释 
r f 广 , d z \ du, 
JO \Jr{w{4>)) J 帅 
Ill the last (xiuality, wo use the fact that r{w) C ^ and (2). This proves 
t he leiiiiiia. • 
Lemma 4.4.3. Let D be a domain with C^ boundary on M. // / :万—c is a 
C^ function, then 
I J f d z A dw = 2i IJj{Lf)dtdxdy, 
.bh . ./). 
where L is defined in (4.4.3). 
Proof. Since lu = t + on A/, wo have 
dw = dt + izdz + izdz. (4.4.6) 
Applying Stokos' theorem and (4.4.6), we have 
U fdz /\ dw = j j j (If /\ dz N dw 
’ bh ‘ 'D 
= I I I (塞dz + ^dw A dz A dw 
= / / / + 2iz猛〉dt A dz 八(12 
.D 乂 ) 
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=2i j j 1 (Lf)dtcixdy. 
'D 
This proves the lemma. • 
Let U be a neighborhood of the origin such that Z" and Zg are linearly inde-
pendent and {U,Zg) defines a strongly pseudoconvex CR structure on U. In the 
next theorem, we shall see that the CR structure {U, Zg) cannot be realized as a 
3-dimensional CR siibinanifold of C" for n > 2. 
Theorem 4.4.4 (Nirenberg). Let Z, be defined as m (4.4.5). Suppose that / , 
r/,7"/ f2 arc. two C" functions on IHI2 such that Z^f^ = Z3/2 = 0 on U. 
Then 
dfx A df2 = 0 
at the oHijin. In particmlar, the CR structure (U, Z^) is not ernheddable. 
Proof. It, suffices to show that f//i(0) and 办2(0) arc linearly clepoiicloiit. 
Define 
工工+ (4.4.7) 
oil A/, where g g o n. 
Let / i / i o TT and ：= (2 o tt, it follows tliat 
工Ji = Lgf'z = 0 (4.4.8) 
oil TT—1(�/). From (4.4.7) and (4.4.8)’ we get 
d f � 
Lfi = -g-^ (4.4.9) 
Since g is supported in Uf:方,(4.4.9) vanishes 011 M\ U ^ i f^. For all k > 1， 
applying Lemma 4.4.2，we have 
1 1 hdz A dw = 0. (4 .4 .10) 
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By Lemma. 4.4.3， 





JJJg^dtdxdy = 0. (4.4.12) 
n . 
Sinc-o a > 0 on it follows from (4.4.12) that , for all A;, there exists soirie 
point X e such that 
� ( f � ) 二。 . 
Equivaleiit.ly, for all A;, there exists some point 7r(;r) G Tk such that 
丨 f t ( 警 ( 柳 ) = 0 
( d f � \ 
0 -^(7r(.T)) = 0 . (4.4.13) \ dt / 
Since T\ tends to the origin as k tends to infinite, it follows from (4.4.13) that 
菩 W = (4.4.14) 
By hypothesis, 
Z J i = 0. (4.4.15) 
By definition, 
7 f d f i . d f i dfx 
= + ( 拠 ） 
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It follows from (4.4.14), (4.4.15) and (4.4.16) that 
碧(0) = 0. (4.4.17) 
Hence, we get 
侧 = 罢 ( ( 料 + 尝 綱 。 
= ( 4 . 4 . 1 8 ) 
Similarly, for f)�we obtain 
/^/2(0) - ~(0)dzlo. (4.4.19) 
Tims, c/fi (0) and df‘2(0) are linearly clepeiideiit for any two CR functions / j , f ) 
of class C" oil IHIs. This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
Chapter 5 
Geometry of Strongly 
Pseudoconvex CR Manifolds 
5.1 Equivalence Problem and Pseudoconformal 
Geometry 
Analogous to the embedding problem of CR manifolds’ we consider the eqiiiv-
aleiice problem, namely when are two CR manifolds C7?-diffeomorphic. We re-
sti.ict, ourselves to strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds as little is known more 
generally. 
The problem may be divided into the local and the global problems. The 
local problem is completely solved leading to a, pseucloconfonnal geometry which 
we shall survey in this section. The global problem is much more difficult.. 
The local problem is solved by Cheni-Moser [ChMo 1] extrinsically by giving a. 
iioi.mal fonii of the clefiiiiiig function of a, real hypcremrfaco in C , arid intrinsicaJly 
l)y giving a. bundle and canonical forms on the bundle over a CR manifold. We 
shall discuss the intrinsic approach. 
79 
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Let M be a. strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold. The CR structure can be 
considered as a, G-structiire where G is the group of all iioiisingiilar matrices of 
the form, 
/ u 0 0 \ 
""“广 0 ’ ."行=矿，V = v , u = n, (5 .1 .1) 
l < a , f 3 < n - 1. 
Locally the C-stnictme is given by l-forin 9, G�沪 with 0 = 0, which are 
(l(�fiiic(l 111) t.() a. traiisfonnation of G and satisfy the condition . 
八 八…A r—1 八 A . . . A 沒口 0. (5.1.2) 
The multiples of 9 defines a line E工 in the cotangent space of M at x. Their 
totality is a. local real line bundle over M to be denoted by E. The aiiiiihilator 
of is the siibbuiidle II:j： of the tangent space at 
By integrability of the CR manifold, 
(W 三 i h , A0�uk\0, (5 .1 .3) 
where 
= ^^a = hp^. (5 .1 .4) 
By stioiig i)seucloconvexit.y, (h^fl) is positive definite. On the real ray bundle E+ 
consisting of positive multiples u0 of 9, the foi.m uj = uO is intrinsically definite. 
Taking exterior derivative on E+, 
~ (In 
doJ = i r 八沪 + o;八（-—+ (/;o), (5.1.5) It 
where (/>o are 1-fonns in A/. This equation can be written as 
du = +UJ (5.1.6) 
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where u;- are linear coinbiiiatioiis of 9. The forms a;, and 0 form a 
basis of the cotangent space of E+. The most general transformation on cj, cA 
o A 小 leaving cj and (5.1.6) invariant is given by 
/ I 0 0 0 � 
V 0 0 
V^  0 0 ’ (5.1.7) 
\ 5 i u f v , -iu^iP 1 y 
with s = 5 , = Hence, E^ has a structure where G, consists of the 
matrices (5.1.7). On the principal G-bunclle 7 over Cherii-Moser[ChMo 1) 
coiistnictcd a completely determined set, of l-fonns a;, a;-, 0’ 0 / ’ 少 which 
provide a complete system of local invariants of the CR maiiifolcl. Those l-foniis 
arc linearly independent and satisfy the following structure equations on E. 
duJ = l\(jf< — uj i\ (j). (5 1 8) 
= L j � + a ;八 ( j f , (5 19) 
(I小=i � 0 A + 7: ()6召 A a/，+ o;八 • 人 （5 [丄()） 
d 於 以 " = V 八於 + f CJ 卢 八 一 —i A 
一 - 社 u + S p 一 八 cj 斤 + LU^ALU-V^p^UJ^ ALU. (5 .1 .11) 
(I小"=<M 於“+ 0々 八 — “ / W � V你 7 0；々  / W + 1/柳 A o / 
+ + Q 广 o Z / W (5.1.12) 
= — 八(/>召 + I {Q^po;"八 o / — o / � A o / ) 
—2/ 况 P / o / A o/^ + + R ^ u ^ ) A 0；. (5 .1 .13) 
+ = (5.1.14) 
Sapao = 0. (5.1.15) 
= (5.1.16) 
(5.1.17) 
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The geometry given by these structure equations is referred as the pseiidocoii-
fomml geometry of strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds. In the next section, we 
shall discuss a reduction of this geometry. 
5.2 Pseudo-hermit ian Geometry 
In the previous section, the C-structure on a CR manifold M is given locally by 
1-foi.ms Q, 沪 defined up to a. transforrnation by a nonsirigular matrix of the 
form 
( u 0 0 \ 
？ 严 ( ) . (5.2.1) 
V , () KJ 
VVc now fix a global 1-fomi 0 ancl call (MJ)) a pseiido-hennitian manifold. In 
this way, wc rcduce to G- structure to its subgroup 
/i 0 0 \ 
0 ， (5.2.2) 
\ 一 0 u/乂 
where ( w / ) G GL(n — 1,C). 
As ill §1 (5.1.3), we have 
(IG = i K-0 們八 + 沒八（"』"+ rj^O"). (5.2.3) 
If we substitute 9 = 0 ' , 沪 = � / / + 沪=O'^uf + Ov^, then 
dO = i Kf^i^fTu��+ 彻 A + ev'^) 
+0 A � ” J ' � u ; + + + r^Jif) 
= i l i a 自 u ^ u / f T A Q " + ( - 1 k , �自 + T ) , ， A ( T 
+ (z f � , u / + A 0 " \ (5 .2 .4 ) 
Hence, we can choose Up^  and v'^  such that d9 = A 
By keeping the form of the equation 
dO = i(P A (P, (5.2.5) 
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we further reduce the G-striictiire to the unitary group U{n-1) or more explicitly 
/ I 0 0 \ 
• V • ， (5.2.6) 
VO 0 u f j 
with 
< < = V . (5.2.7) 
(6>，0�B^) will be called an admissible cofrarne if (5.2.5) holds. Let P be the 
bundle of all admissible coframes. Then are independent fibre coordinates on 
I) (5.2.5) can be viewed as an equation on P. Observe that P has 
i-eal dim = {2n — 1) + diiiiK U{2ri - 1) = (2n - 1) + (n - i f . 
The equivalence problem for pseudo-herniitian manifold will be solved by finding 
(n — 1)2 iiidepencleiit, intrinsic 1-forms on P in addition to 0,沪’(户.The first 
step is to differentiate 沪=O'^u^^" on P, we then obtain locally, 
= + (5.2.8) 
By the integrability condition, 
( 份 ' 卢 二 沪 八 + <？八r (5.2.9) 
for some l-fornis 广 satisfying 
<^/三广三01110(16>，^^，沪. (5.2.10) 
So we get 
(份“=沪八0；/ +没八 (5.2.11) 
with 
< 三 m o d 0, e\ e\ (5.2.12) 
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and 
r " = 0 mod 0, e\ e\ (5.2.13) 
The second step is to require 
T " 三 0 m o d 6 > 5 . (5.2.14) 
i.e. 
(5.2.15) 
Thcii 7"介 is iiiiiciuely doterniiiiccl and u^f is dctennined up to 
< + c‘W 
with • 
= (5.2.16) 
By {liffcreiitiatiiig (5.2.5) and using (5.2.11), we get 
0 = 一 i (tuf + u p /\(r “ 日 + h / \ 沪 r " ) . (5.2.17) 
(5.2.17) implies 
—0；/ — u f = A^^^e^ + (5.2.18) 
with 
^ch 二 A/5a> = ^^ar 
Replacing a;,广 by a;"" + Ap^^O^, we can ensure that 
+ V = 0- (5.2.19) 
(5.2.17) also implies r " A (P = 0，hence 
/In) = Z ’ . (5.2.20) 
) 
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By cliffereiitiatioii, we get the following structure equations for duj^f and 
= V 八 � �+ i T^ A r + R � _ Q P A r 
^ e . (5.2.21) 
rfr" = A 0；/ + W^.O'^ A 們一 4 � t亏 A 9 + B % 9 ' A 0. (5.2.22) 
RP一 二 = (5.2.23) 
Rft一 = Rpapa- (5.2.24) 
如 7 = ^^^ap- (5.2.25) 
Bp, = B’p. (5.2.26) 
The forms 0, 9�沪’ c j / , uf are t.lie intrinsic forms on P which solve (�quiv-
a.lence for pseuclo-lierinitiaii manifolds. The structure equations (5.2.5), (5.2.11), 
(5.2.19)- (5.2.26) also provide a. natural connection and useful curvature terms on 
the pseiido-herinitian manifold which we shall discuss in the next section. 
5.3 A Geometric Approach to the Hodge The-
orem for 
Using the structure equations in §5.2, Webster introduced a natural connection 
on M as follows. 
Let A', .Ya be the dual frame to 9,沪，沪.Define 
V ： T(H(M)) — r(r(M) % H{M)) 
by 
V.Y, = u j JXp, (5.3.1) 
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where H(M) is the largest J-iiivariant subbundle of the tangent bundle T{M) as 
defined by (2.2.1) in Chapter 2. 
Under a change of admissible coframe 沪=〜召"，w,广 g U{n — 1), we have 
= u f X ' p (5.3.2) 
and 
= d u i + u / i j ; . “ (5.3.3) 
which ensures that the connection is globally defined. 
Siiic'c (5.2.5) may be written as 
= (5.3.4) 
= (5.3.5) 
we may regard A,o，hence (广,as orthononnal with respect to the Levi form. 
Then (5.2.19) means that V is a inctric (x)iiii(�cUoii. Webster rcgaixlwl T'、 
as a. torsion term. Hence (5.2.15) is analogous to the requireiiient in Herniitiaii 
geometry that the torsion form be of a given type. 
In [Ta 1], Tanaka extends this connection as follows. First observe that X is 
the unique real vector field on M satisfying 
外；0 二 1 and ddjX = 0. (5.3.6) 
Then 
T{M) = H(M) e MA'. (5.3.7) 
Taiiaka extends J to a tensor field of type ([) such that JX = 0. Then for 
P E M, 
= 0(Y)X for all e T,(M). (5.3.8) 
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Defining ff(V, Z) = -d0(JV, Z), V, Z e T(M), Tanaka extends the Levi-inetric 
from H(A.f) to T(M). Observe that g is a tensor field of type © ’ which is 
symmetric and satisfies 
g(JY,JZ) = ff(Y,Z). (5.3.9) 
The extension , however, is null on X. 
Finally, Tanaka defines a canonical affine connection 
• ： T(TM) r{T(M) ® T*{M)) (5.3.10) 
1)3' the following conditions, 
1) 
• y r ( / / ( M ) ) C r( /^(M)), y g r(T(A/)). 
i.e. H(M) is parallel. (5.3.11) 
2) 
VX, VJ , V(de) are all zero. 
i.e. X，J, d6 are all parallel. (5.3.12) 
3) Torsion conditions. The torsion tensor 
T(Y,Z) = VyZ-Vzy -[Y.z] (5.3.13) 
satisfies 
T{Y,Z) = d m Z ) X , (5.3.14) 
nX^JY) = ~JT{X,Y) f o r y , Z e IMM). (5.3.15) 
Existence and uniqueness of this canonical affine connection are proved in 
Ta 1]. If V is extended to 
• ： r ( c r ( ^ / ) ) -> r(CT(A/)(^cT*(A/)), 
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then V is given explicitly by 
^ y Z = (5.3.16) 
•A'Z = [X, Z]ti,O(M). (5.3.17) 
and Vy-Z is given by VyZ through the metric condition 
= y{9{Z,W)) - (5.3.18) 
where 】,，Z�IK e 
It, is not difficult to show that Tanaka's connection is an extension of Webster's 
connection from CH(M) to CT{M). Moreover, the torsion and curvature of tiie 
two are related as follows. 
n x ( � � = i 5 ( f x . (5.3.19) 
= (5.3.20) 
= (5.3.21) 
/?(Xp，X„)Xp = i (AffpyX^ 一 Ap^Xp). (5.3.22) 
7?(Xp，X^)Xp = RpapaX^. (5.3.23) 
力 = i ( V ^ a a 一 (5.3.24) 
= (5.3.25) 
R � X , � X ) X f i = (5.3.2C) 
where we use the notation 
Z)W = VyVzVV^ — VzVy-H/ - V[y,z]I'K (5.3.27) 
From these, we can prove the following properties. 
Proposit ion 5.3.1. For Xi G H[M), ( ! < ?；< 4)， 
R{XuX2)JX； = JR(XuX2)X^, (5.3.28) 
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g{R{X,,X2)Xs, XO + g{X,, RiXuX2)X,) = 0’ (5.3.29) 
’ X2)yX-s + R{Xs, Xy)X2 + R{X2, X3)X, 
-de(X,,X,)]^J{CxJ)X,. (5.3.30) 
where Cx denotes the Lie derivation. 
Corollary 5.3.2. For X^ G T;i’o(Af), p e M, (l<i< 4)， 
/?(A'i’^T,;’O(M)c7;I，O(M)’ (5.3.31) 
= R(X;,X2)Xu (5.3.32) 
"(/?(Xi，Z2)A,3，Z丨）二 g{R{X,.X,)X,,X2). (5.3.33) 
The Ricci tensor is defined as follows. Let c!’ … b e an orthoiiorinal 






By Corollary 5.3.2, we have 
RicJ;i’°(M) E (5.3.36) 
= for Z’l'I/e7;i’()(M)’ (5.3.37) 
and Ric is a. real operator. 
We now introduce Tanaka's notion of a holomorpliic vector bundle over a CR 
manifold. 
Definition 5.3.3. /I complex vector bundle E over a CR manifold M is called 
holornorphic if there exists a differential operator 
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satisfying the following conditions: 
购 二 + 胸 ’ (5.3.38) 
[ y . Z ] u ^ Y Z u - Z Y u ^ (5.3.39) 
- 现 u e 厂 ⑷ ， e r(ri，。(M)), f e CC-(A/) and we put Yu =(如,)(F) 
ybr V e r(:ri’o(M)). OE is called the Cauchy Riemann operator. Ifdeu = 0, u 
is called a kolomorphic cross section . 
Example 5.3.4. 
f ( A / ) : = c r ( M ) / r 。 ’ i ( M ) ( 5 . 3 . 4 0 ) 
w a holomoiykic vector bundle under the following -办(似）. 
Let' ^ : Cr(A/) — f(M) be the natural projection. For u e T{f(M)), let 
“=CJ(Z), Z E T(CT(M)). Then for Y e 
'^nM)(y) = yu-.= Cb[Y^Z]. (5.3.41) 
Definition 5.3.5. /I bundle hoinomorphism ip : E — F between two holoinorphic 
v<^ctor bundle over M is called holomorphic if 
^ ( v ^ W ) = 必 丨 . � ,u e r(E), V e r(:ri’o(ii/)). ( 5 , 3 . 4 2 ) 
Definition 5.3.6. Let 
C�M�E�..= E : f \ T � M r \ 
E) ：= E), 
and define differential operators by 
by 
_ — 7+1 
i=l 
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1 严"Vd 叉”幻’…戈，...，戈”...，x…)’ 
i<j 
for all if e C^iM, E) and X�广.,X什i e r(Ti’�(M)). 
Since 
习 苏 = 0 ， 
we have the complex, 
0 ——^ E) C\M, E) ••• 
� - 1 万 Txn-l 
C"(AI,E) ...——> E) (). 
W() (hen (lonoto by H'[(M, E) the cohomology groups of this complex. 
Note that (7"(M’ E) can be identified with a, siibbundle of £；③/V CT*{M) through 
the direct sum CT{M) = © 0 CX. 
Definition 5.3.7. A differential operator 
D:r{E)-^r{E(S)(CT{M)y) 
is said to be a connection if it satisfies: 
D(fu) = f Du + u � df 
for all u e r{E) and f G C ~ ( M ) . 
The covariant derivative {Du){Y) of u in the direction Y G CTp{M) will l)e 
(Icniotcd by Dyii. We also put, 
/((�,’ Z)u ：二 DY(DZU) — Dz{Dyu) — Z V ’ 即 ( 5 . 3 . 4 3 ) 
Then K gives a section oi E ® f\^{CT{M)y and is called the curvature of D. 
Definition 5.3.8. Any affine connection V on M and any connection D on E 
induces a covariant differentiation 
D : (Cr(M))?) —> 
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by 
’ … ， = ’ . . . ’ r o ) 一 X > ( w . . , V v - y . , . . . ， y ^ 
i 
for all},’ ri,--- ,Yi e r(CT(M)). Notations: ip G E) :=「(五⑧八“ 
lue have Dy^ G E) for Y e T(CT(M)). 
The covariant derivatives …）’（2：)〜)([’ Z’ …）will be denoted by 
Leinina 5.3.9 (The Ricci formula). For any if G r(£； (g) 
[DyDz^Ww . •,川）- (DzDy^Wu-.. , 1；,) 
二 • . ’ y;n) + 八'(),,ZMYu … ’ y；,) 
Proposition 5.3.10 (Ricci Lemma). Let E be a holom.orphic vector bundle 
over a strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold M and �，� be a Hermitian inner 
•product in E, Then there exists a unique connection D i7i E such that : 
1) Dyu = Yu, u e r(E), Y G r(”’o(M)),. 
2) Y{U,u') = (DYU,U'") + (w, Dyii'), 
er{E), Y e r(CT(M))； 
3) Let p e M and let (ei, • • •，e,,_i) be any orihonoiinal base of T^l^(M) with 
respect to 6. Then 
n - l 
[八 ' ( e “引 = 0 ’ 
i=l 
where K is the curvature of D. 
The connection D in Proposition 5.3.10 will be called the canonical connection 
of E with respect to the inner product (, ) and to the pseudo-liermitian structure 
G. 
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Proposit ion 5.3.11. Let Y,Ze T//(M) and v,u' G E,. The notations follows 
that in Propositicm 5.3.10. 
Then we have 
1) K(Y,Z) = K{Y,Z) = 0. 
2) {K(Y,Z)ii,xi!) + {u, K(Y, Z)ii') = 0. 
For any r , Z € we have S J y Z - S / - ^ = [F,Z] since T ( F , Z ) = 0. 
Hence the operator de ： E) -> C?+i(M’ E) can be expressed as follows: 
J 
where <f e C"(M’ E) and Ti，. •.，V^+i e 
The inner product {,) on E together with the tensor field g induces an inner 
product oil the vector buiiclle E) as follows: 
Let e C % M , E � a n d let (ei, • • • ,e„,_i) be any orthonormal base of 
T l / \ M ) . Then 
� A功〉 - ^ Y^�y^(巨”，…，吞ij，功(召“，…,泛0�. 
' : 1 ’ … 
Definition 5.3.12 (The operator ds)- We define a differential operator 
h 
( i V / 0 ( F i ’ . . . �( e - , : ’ F i ， . . . ， 7 , � ’ 
i 
where if G C^^^M.E). 
We set 
(tu := e A (^(wy卜、 
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which is a volume element on M. 
Let p e M and let (e：,. •. ’ e”.-!) be any orthonormal base of Tj^^^iM). 
For tt. e r(:ro’i(M)*)’ the function 6"a on M is defined as follows: 
n-l 
i=l 
For (3 e the function 5'(3 on M is defined as follows: 
i=l 
If WC define B by P{Y) J{Y) for all r G T;)’o(A'/)’ then, dearly we have 
(V6 = 
Proposition 5.3.13 (Green's Theorem). Let f e C C �( A / ) and a e r(r()’i(A/)”. 
Then we have, 
(1) Xf . dv = d(f • Xjdv). 
(2) 5"adv = -da, where a is the 2(n - l)-form defined by a = (v(ej)e,： jr/?;. 
Therefore if M is compact, wc have 
I Xfdv = [ 6"adv = I 5'(Ml) = 0. 
Jm JM 
Lemma 5.3.14. For any ip e C"(M，£；) and ijj e C^-^^M, E), 
V � = 以 7 ^ 0 � — 5 ' a , (5 .3 .44) 
where a is given by 
a(Y) ：= r e 
Definition 5.3.15 (The operator •/.：). We define a differential operator 
1)1/ 
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If •E<P = 0 then if is called a harmonic form . The space of harmonic forms in 
C?(M’ 五)is denoted by W(M, E). We shall also define some curvature operators. 
Definition 5.3.16 (The Ricci operator Ric). Using the Ricci operator Ric 
(see (5.3.34)), we define an operator 
by define an operator 
(/?zcv:0(Fi’... ’ ( ^ ( r i ’ . . . ’i?zcFy,...，T^j 
j 
for all ^ e C"{M. E\ and Yi,--- , G 7;i’o(M). 
Since "(RicV^Z) = g{V, RicZ) for all F, Z G T//(M), Ric is self-adjoint with 
respect to the inner product {, ) in E). 
Definition 5.3.17 (The operator K). Using the curvature K of D (see (5.3.43)；. 
we dcjmc an operator 
by 
hi 
for all if e E\) and n,..•’ Y, e 
It follows from Proposition 5.3.11 that, K is self-adjoint. 
Definition 5.3.18 (The operator Q”. For any positive integer q, define 
Qq ••Cq[M,E) — Cq[M,E) 
h 
n - i 
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Using the Ricci formula 5.3.9 and doing some computations, we obtain, 
Proposition 5.3.19 (Bochner type formulas). For any (p € ^ ( M , E), we 
have: 
Ue^ 二 - DekD^kP — q'iDx<p + Kif + Ric(ifi). (5.3.45) 
k 
Oe<P = D.kDekT + (n - q - l ) iDx^ + Kip. (5.3.46) 
k 
• 狄 = ^ DeJhkT - 去 工 D.JXk 中 + Q V (5.3.47) 
k k 
The third formula, is obtained by eliminating of tlie term Dx中 form the first 
t.AVo rornmUus. 
From now on we assume that M is compact,. Define an inner product ( , ) in 
the space C"(A/，E) by 
,hi 
for all e C"(A/，E). By Proposition 5.3.13 and (5.3.44), we see that Oe is the 
formal adjoint operator of DE-
Define the semi-norms || ||7^ 0,1 and || Hj^ i.o in C^iM, E) as follows. 
I I V ^ I I t O , ! ：二 f 
Jhi \ V / 
We have 
k k 
where a is given by 
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By Proposition 5.3.13, we obtain 
IM'%.1 二 - / M|;n,�= — f 
" 八 /c ) Jhl / 
Hence by Proposition 5.3.19, we obtain 
Theorem 5.3.20 (Bochner type formulas in integral form). For any 中 e 
C"(M,E)，we have: 
(^E^, = I I 临 0,1 -q(i + Ric i f , i f ) . (5.3.48) 
i f ) = |Ml5’i.o +(n — q — l)(i Dx<p�� + {Kif, i f ) . (5.3.49) 
(•/:;V^’ ifi) 二 n. (1 1 , + ( Q V , (5.3.50) 
Define the Sobolev iiornis for any ^ e E) as follows. Let {{UkJik)}keA 
be an at.la.s of M such that A is a, finite set and each U^ is horneoinorphic with 
Let {Cfc} be a partition unity subordinate to {(Uf,, hk)}keA- For each k, 
choose a local frame . . . ’ ej^ ; 一 1) of and a local frame (s;,，... ’ sj?) 
of E\uf^ where r 二 dinicE. Denote by the family all ordered set (/j, •..，7:,,) 
of integers such that 1 < z'l < • • • < < n - 1. For any ^ G C"(iV/’ E), / e J " 
and I with 1 < / < r. Define a function on Uk by 
召“’…，召丨J ：二 Y M j S I , (5.3.51) 
I 
where I = (7:1，. •. ’ ? � ) .W e now define the Sobolev 1101,111 || H^  in C'>{M, E) by 
I M I > : E | I ( C A : . V ^ / ) O " ' � 1 | I : ; (5.3.52) 
U,k 
where the Sobolev norm || on the right is as defined by (3.1.9) in Chapter 3. 
Fix an integer q with i < q <n - 2. First, we define norms || || and ||| ||| in 
E) by 
V^)， 
IIMir 1 1 秦 + IMI；?”’。+ M|2 . 
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Proposit ion 5.3.21. 
lllv^IlP < CiiBE^f, ||(^||2)，^ e C"{M,E). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.3.20, since the operator Q^ is of order zero. 
• 
Proposit ion 5.3.22. 
Proof. Fix k. Let K be a. compact subset of Uk- Let C'i(K) := ^ 
C'丨(!\I那，赞 C A^}. Now {.V,,--- : ( e � , . . . 
gives a, moving frame of CH(M)\u^. Since H{M) is a contact stmctme, we 
see that at each p G Uk, the coinplexiHcd tangent space CpT{M) is spannecl by 
the vcctors of the form, [X,, XJ|p,witli 1 < i,j,k < r - 1. Hence applying 
Theorem 3.1.17 with putting m = 2, we obtain 
II 歧! H i < ( £ II " 2 + 1 1 | | 2 ) ， 9 e C i { K ) . 
It is clear that 
E II ( ^ A ' . ^ ) t ir + E I I C ^ I I M i r , 9 e CI[K). 
i’u 1,1 
The functions (Dxi^)l[ may be expressed as 
谈、丨=x 喊丨+ YA:�M'j', 
I'J' 
where ci^  l j are functions on U^. Therefore, we obtain 
抑 I M I I ’ ^ G C'i(K). 
This proves the proposition. • 
It follows immediately from Proposition 5.3.21 and Proposition 5.3.22 that 
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Proposition 5.3.23. 
II v ' 1 1 1 < •败 I M P ) , 中 e c \ M , E ) . 
Propo..ition 5.3.23 can be viewed as a refinement of Theorem 3.2.2 for a coin-
pact strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold . 
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